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Editorial Notes.

THE Victoria Warder says that there is con-

siderable trouble in some school sections over
the questions, " Who should light school fires ?"

and " Should the teacher be paid to do it ?"

We can only say that it must be a strange Board

of Trustees who can, at this time of the Century,
either think it any part of the teacher's duty to

do such work, or wish anybody to do it without

fair remuneration.

THAT was a good idea of the Wentworth

Teachers' Association to appoint a reporter to
give an account of the proccedings to the press.
Why might not every Association do the same,
and have a condensed report sent promptly to
the EDUcATIONAL JOURNAL? The aim of these
Associations is mutual help. By publishing the
best points made by the contributors of papers,
methods, etc., the area of help is extended so as
to embrace all the readers of the JOURNAL.

THE Universities of Ontario seem to be
rapidly enlarging their faculties, and extending
the sphere of their operations. The University
of Toronto has added two important chairs
within a short time. Queen's bas recently made
some very important and promising additions to
her staff. And now Victoria welcomes two new
professors in the persons of Mr. A. J. Bell, Ph.
D., Associate Professor of Classics, and Mr. J.
Petch, M.A., Associate Professor of French and
Italian. These gentlemen are regarded as highly
qualifled for their respective duties.

THE opening of Clark University, at Worces-
ter, Mass., a week or two since was an event of
considerable educational interest. An exchange
says :

" Clark University, like Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, is intended to be a university in reality,
and not one in name merely; that is to say, it is
a collection of advanced professional and scien-
tific schools, admission to which is restricted to
those who have taken an ordinary.college degree,
or have done an equivalent amount of work, and
are so prepared for advanced instruction. The
career of this institution will be watched with
great interest."

" RIDA TAYLOR," writing to one of the Toronto

dailies, makes a good point. Referring to the fact

that while many trustees say, '' we have female

teachers because we prefer them," many others

say, in effect, " we have female teachers because

they are cheaper," she adds:

" Is it not a lasting disgrace ? We may thank
our brothers for doing justice to our ability, but
we have not done them justice. May it not be
said of many of them that they are leaving the
noblest profession on earth because it does not
pay ? Can they not charge us with entering the
teaching ranks, selling our services for a trifle,
and so bringing the profession into disrepute
and the salaries to nothing, minus board ? No
wonder they leave it ! No wonder our services
are valued at what is paid for them ! Let us
pray that we may be rewarded hereafter, for we
don't get much now."

THE little illustrated school journal, Sckoot
Work and Play, recently issued by the Grip
Printing and Publishing Company, was admired
by all who saw it, teachers and children alike.
Twelve copies were issued, each containing eight
pages; and as back numbers can be supplied,
the whole make a very pretty, fully illustrated,
and entertaining book of 96 pages, interesting
to both old and young. This book, bound in
neat paper covers, will be sold at -o cents, pos-
tage paid ; and as it will serve very nicely for a
Christmas publication, the attention of teachers
and others is called to the fact that it can now
be supplied. Send orders to this office, and get
the books by return mail.

A " HIGH ScHooL TEACHER " writes to one
of the Toronto dailies, deprecating the enforce-
ment of a recent regulation, No. 6o, issued by
the Department of Education. We have not
seen the regulation in question, but the effect of
it is, as described, to render ineligible for posi-
tions as specialists in Collegiate Institutes, " first,
all except graduates ; second, all who have not
ten years' experience prior to July, 1889; third,
all who had not prepared candidates for senior
matriculation with first-class honors." Excep-
tion is taken to the regulation on its merits, and

to the fact that it is retroactive. In regard to
the latter it is asked : "If this principle in legis-
lationbe admitted, what guarantee have teachers
who are now qualified that they will not be dis-
qualified to-morrow ?" There is force in the
argument suggested, though we are not sure that
it cannot be satisfactorily answered. But the
wisdom of laying down a hard and fast rule,
demanding ten years' experience as a qualifica-
tion, is certainly open to question. Many a
teacher with two years' experience is incompara-
bly superior to many another with ten. One
effect of the regulation must be to restrict within
very narrow limits, the field of choice open to
managers of Collegiate Institutes. Evidently
the " dead line of 5o " is not intended to apply
in the teaching profession.
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A CORRESPONDENT who signs hinself " Eton-
ensis," writing to the London Times from Eton,
says that a "new tyranny " has declared itself in
that venerable school. Not only is the time-
honored institution of cricket-fagging, by which
the small boys field while the big boys bat, still
in full force, but at some bouses even fifth form
boys are compelled, by the athletes of the sixth
form and the public-opinion of the school, to
play cricket fourteen times a week in summer
and football five times a week in winter, whether
they have any liking for those games or not.
Old abuses die hard. Even in our own Provin-
cial University, the seniors and other old students,
having been compelled to abandon "hazing,"
have taken to jostling the freshmen, a proccss
wdich secis to be bazing somewhat toned down
and re-christened under a new naine.

WE extract the following from the Kingston
Whi;fs report of a recent meeting of the Coun-
cil of Queen's University:

" A document was read from the High School-
masters' section of the Ontario Teachers' Asso-
ciation censuring Dr. Knight and Mr. P. Mc-
Gregor, delegates elected by the Univers;ty
Council, for not attending the High School
teachers' meeting at Niagara. The Councilpassed a resolution with reference to the com-
munication, exonerating the delegates on the
ground that they had fulfilled the spirit of their
instructions by attending a much larger meetingof High school teachers in Toronto than that
held in Niagaia."

This may show that the delegates performed
the work with which they were entrusted to the
satisfaction of the Council, but it is obviously no
answer to the charge of discourtesy brought by
the Teachers' Association.

THE Premier of Quebec bas promised to ask
the Legislature for a vote of ten thousand dol-
lars in aid of free evening schools in Montreal.
The Toronto Mail bas been for some time past
advocating, with characteristic ability, the estab-
lishment of an, educational institution in To-
ronto, for the benefit of mechanics and others
who are fully employed in the daytime, but
wbose evenings might be turned to excellent ac t
count in self-improvement, were a good institu- e
tion of the kind proposed accessible. These
are movements in the right direction. If good
facilities for evening study could be provided, t
and those whose days are occupied with labor s
of any kind could be got into the habit of im- c
proving then, as many doubtless would, the f
effect upon the intelligence, morals and success d
of the coming generation could not fail to be of t
the happiest kind. a

t
WE beg leave respectfully to call the atten- a

tion of the Education Department to " Head- h
master's " letter in another column. The mat- c
ter of which he complains is certainly a serious i
hardship. It is easy to see that it would be, to w
say the least, very undesirable for the headmas- c
ter of a Public school to absent himself for sev- i
eral days during term, in order to attend an n
examination. In the majority of cases it would d
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probably be out of the question for him to oi
tain leave of absence. It must be, as our coi
respondent observes, -the wish of the Depar
ment to give every encouragement to teacher
wishing to secure certificates of higher grade
The fact of having such an ambition is in itsel
pretty good evidence that the teacher is of th
right kind, and, vice versa, the opposite inferenc
may often be safely made. There could be ni
great difficulty, it seems to us, in making th
needed change in the time of examination
Might it not be well for headmasters to maki
some joint representation to the Minister i
regard to the matter ?

"D.B.," writing to the Toronto Maimn regard
to the " state-salary-expected " advertisement
for teachers, says that a number of school board!
advertise annually, even when they desire to
make no change im the staff. This device im
adopted, he thinks, as a means of intimidating
or coercing the teachers under engagement anc
who may desire to remain, and tends utterly to
destroy the honest, independent action of him
who would willingly devote several years of ser-
vice to the same school. " D.B." suggests, as a
means of remedying this evil, that " every appli-
cant for a situation should first drop a note to
the Principal of the advertised school (enclosing
a stamp, of course), asking whether this is a
/onafide advertisement or only an intimidator.
A few other questions, too, they should put.
For example-If you are leaving, is your reason
for so doing likely in any way to affect the posi-
tion of your successor ? What salary is now
paid ? and what is the condition of the school
generally ?" Thlie suggestion is a good one, and
worth adopting, if only as a matter of courtesy.

As a matter of journalistic fairness we insert
N.R's." reply to our remarks on his former let-

ter. In reference to the examples in the syntax
of the collective noun with which he seeks to
puzzle us, we suppose we shall still further dis-
credit ourselves in our censor's eyes when we
ay that we regard both constructions in each of
be pairs of sentences as correct, as any child of
average ability dould be made to see by a few
luestions on the inductive plan. The question
of the singular or plural construction turns upon
he conception in the mind of the writer or
peaker. Juries take food as individuals. They
occupy the jury-room and perform their official
unctions as a single body. The Parliament is
issolved as a body, but its members sleep in

heir graves, literal ormetaphorical, as individuals,
nd must be awakened as such. Further than
his, we see nothing in "N.R's." letter requiring
nswer. Several of his remarks seemto imply that
e supposes us, in using the general term " Edu-
ator," to have had reference to some particular
ndividual. We do not think other readers
vill make that mistake. If any one suffi-
iently interested will kindly turn to our article
n the issue for October ist, and read it in con-
ection with " N.R.'s" letter, he will be able to
raw his own conclusions.

Educational Thought.

S bE that will stand to pick up and examine every
5 eble that couses in bis way, is as unli kely toreturn enriched and laden with jewes, as the other

f that travelled full speed.--Locke.

e EVERY day there should be implanted in the

mind of each pupil in our schools some instinct
e for rigbt and noble action, deep and strong. TheSday is w'eii nigh lost xvîthout this. Penn. Schoo/
e Journal

IT is the habitual thought that frames itself into
our life. It affects us even more than our inti-
mate social relations do. Our confidential friends
have not so much to do in shaping our lives as
thoughts have which we harbor. -Exchange.

As it is evident that the possession of truths
and the development of the mind in which they
are deposited are not identical, considered as ends,

S and in relation to each other, the knowledge of
truts is not supreme but subordinate to the knoiv-

3 ing mind.-Sir Willi huami/on.
EDUCATORS should feel beyond everything that

character is the highest attainnient of a human
being, and use their influence accordingly. We
know that character can always be counted on.
Conditions and circumstances may shift and
change, but the vital elements of character remain
the same.-Ohio Educ. Monthly.

IF we want art, we must begin where all great
artists of the world have begun-by studying Na-
ture, by loving beautiful things. Esthetics are not
mysteries of which only a few fluent /ittera/eurs
possess the key ; they are open-air, every-daymatters, which concern us al!, and of which we can
all judge, if we give them the study and the love
which are necessary to discover the truth.-H.
Quilter.

NATURE never gives. She exacts strict pay for
all you take. She does not scatter her largesses
to the idle and the careless. She only pays the
wages of your work. Worse than that, her high-
est fruit she, puts just beyond your reach to
tempt you on to your extremest effort. If youwill not strain to your utmost for it, you must be
content to go without it ; it does not drop into
your hands of itself.- W. W Story.

THOROUGHNESS does not, however, mean con-
pleteness as to quantity, but as to quality. The
mistake is often made of supposing that, to be
thorough, a subject must be whol/y mastered, and
time is wasted in striving after what is not suited
to the circumstances nor to the present attain-
ments of the pupil. Thorough instruction insures
correctness, clearness, and comnand of know-
ledge, and such degree of certainty as the subjectand condition of the pupil admit of. These may
e secured and tested at eacb step of progressand thus the grand moral princîple estabiisbedthat to be is more than to seem. -Prof JoseifkMarsh.

THE attitude of masters ought, not to be slov-
enly. The careless or sleepy posture reproduces
itself in disagreeahle wvays. The true organiser,and sagacious trainer, will not cause disorder by
standing in the way of a stream of boys, or by
coning in at wrong times, when numbers are
going out. Boys are particularly alive to this kind
of disrespect. Another grave cause of evil is the
dishonor shown to the pace in whicb the work is
done. Things are allowed to be left about, and
not put away when finished with, great roughness
is permitted in the treatment of the room, and its
furniture- Yet there is no law more absolutely
certain than that mean treatment produces meail
ideas ; and whatever men honor they give honor
to outwardly. It is a grievous wrong not to show
honor to lessons, and the place where lessons are
given.-Thring.

"THINK truly, and thy thought
Shall the world's famine feed

Speak truly, and each word of thine
Shall be a fruitful seed ;

Live truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble creed."

-H. A.S., in National Educator.
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THE TEACHING OF HISTORY.*
WM. H, USTON. M.A.

IN order to make sure that we are adopting a
correct method in teaching any subject on the
School programme, it is necessary to have a clear
conception of the subject itself, and also of the end
in view in using it for educational purposes. Though
nethods cannot be safely determined a priori, it is
an undeniable fact that empiricism alone is not to
be trusted in arriving at a final conclusion as to the
relative values of diverse methods of dealing with
any given subject. History is no exception to this
generai truth. He who would teach history suc-
cessfully must have in his mind à clear conception
of the nature of the subject, and an equally clear
perception of the end in view in teaching it. With
these to guide him, he can test different methods,
and accept or reject with some degree of intelli-
gence.

History bas been variously defined even for edu-
cational purposes. It is sometimes regarded simply
as an interesting story or narrative, and is dealt
With in the class-room chiefly, if not entirely, from
that point of view. This aspect of the subject lias
a certain measure of value in it ; for children love
narrative, and well written history is as good as any
other, and better than most other stories. It has
the advantages of plot and action, and, moreover, it
Purports to be true, though it is folly to forget that
bn history, as written, is latgely fictictous, partly
tecause of what is omitted, and partly because of
the Mianner of representing what has been selected
for the narrative, whether events or persons. But
while the narrative element in history is important,
it is obviously too narrow a view to take of the sub-
ject, when nothing else is made use of during the
school-room history hour. History is narrative, but
it is narrative and something more.

Again, history bas been at times regarded as valu-
able onty or ma-mly for the biographical element it
contains. The drama that history unfolds is a
drama in which the great men of their times-the
Alexanders, the Bonapartes, the Cromwells, the
Bismarcks, and the Gladstones-have been the
chief actors, and it is neither an unprofitable nor an
unphilosophical view of history that regards it it as
made up chiefly of a series of biographical sketches
Of these leaders of thought and action. But history
is monre than that. Great men have accomplished
nluch, but other forces have been at work in making
history besides great men. They cannot be ignored
in the teaching of history, but neither can they be
allowed to become too prominent, much less to
flonopolize the attention of teacher and learner.

Then some thinkers and teachers lay great stress,
and rightly so, on the ethical value oflhistory, which
has been defined to be philosophy teaching by ex-
amples. The great law of moral retribution bas

en exemplified in countless ways in the history of
nations as it hasbeen exemplified in the experience of

ndividuals. If sentence has been pronounced on
the sinning individual,it has been just asemphatical-
Iy and just as irrevocably pronounced on the erring
people or nation. This view ofhistory is unspeakably
Important and as interesting asit is instructive. But
hi•story is more than a concrete em i mment of the
awofretribution, more even than thatalong with
a biographical and picturesque element. ideed,

lhen all these elements have been specied, that
which is most important of all for school purposes
has been omitted. .

Tne most useful view of history from a pedagogi-
rl standpoint is that which regards it as a science.
The.development of mankind from savagery to civi-
ization has brought into existence an immense
number of phenomena of the most interesting kind -
t has produced racial distinctions, varieties of re-
igion, domestic relationships, social usages, politi-

cal nstitutions and enforceable obligations. All
these phenomena, and many others not mentioned,
have a presreit existence, and each of them has
'tself a history. All laws, all institutions, all cus-

tomns, all rites, all dogmas, all races have undergone
viariation, and their variations have been due to
causes. That complex thing which we call modern
civilization is, therefore, t'he product or resultant of

.n gad shsdl erblore the Ontario Teachers' Association at

many forces, which have been at work for an inde-

terminate time. It is the consequent of many ante-

cedents, the effect of many causes. In short, his-
tory is a chain of causation, the phenomena of one
age being the conditions which made the succeeding
age possible. On this view of history there is
nothing but a chronological distinction between the
present and the past, and this is the theory of his-

tory on which all great thinkers now strongly insist.
In the words of Mr. Freeman : " History is past
politics and politics present history." History is

politics crystallized and politics is history in a state
of flux The web is constantly lengthening and un-
folding. Touched at the point where the process is
going on it is politics ; touched at any point where
it is finished it is history.

If history is a science then it should be taught as
a science by scientific methods. There are two
general views that may be taken of it as a science,
and the method resorted to will be according to the
view adopted. We may take up the antecedent and
pass from it to the consequent, or take up the cause
and pass from it to the effect ; but, we may on the
other hand begin with the consequent and pass to

the antecedent, begin with the effect and pass to

the cause. Which shall it be? Viewing history as
a chain of causation and viewing science as essen-
tially investigation or inquiry, there seems to be
hardly any room for doubt on this point. True
scientific inquiry or research always regards effects
and looks for causes. This is the way in which induc-
tive reasoning proceeds. It is the way practised by
Aristotle and Montesquieu and expounded by Bacon
and Mill. To learn history as a series of causes
producing effects is to put a premium on mere
memorization ; to learn it as a series of effects which
must have had causes adequate to produce them is
to put a premium on ratiocination. Obviously then
history should be studied from the now to the then,
and eqlually obviously it should be studied from the
here to the elsewhere, if we are to pass in the truly
inductive way from the known to the unknown.

The inference is that geography and history are
closely blended, and that they should at first be
taken up together, and as one subject. The child
when he is introduced to this subject should not be
told the name of either history or geography. His
attention should be directed to his own locality, to
its topographical features, to the people who occupy
it, to the occupations by wbich they maintain them-
selves, to the manner in which they live, to the cus-
toms they observe, to the worship they practice, to
their relations to each other, whether domestic or
jural, to the institutions by which they carry on poli-
tical government, whether local or general. His
reason can be appealed to by questions as to the
permanence and persistence of social and political
conditions. He can notice changes for himself.
One genleration dies and another succeeds. Insti-
tutions are nodified and improved. Laws are en-
acted or amended. Industrial methods change,
and one industry succeeds another. The past is
thus suggested, and what was it like in these and
other respects ? Other localities are suggested, and
how do they compare with his own? The com-
parative method is thus introduced and comparison
is essential to inductive reasoning. It is the pro.
cess by which we classify, and classification is thl
essential condition of generalization. In no othe
way can we reach principles from isolated facts
laws from isolated phenomena, causes from isolated
effects.

Another strong reason for beginning history and
geography with the now and here is that if the child
is to have, as most children do have, time for only

a limited amount of acquisition in this department
of knowledge, he should be allowed to make certain
of becoming acquainted with what is most likely to

be useful to him in his subsequent political status
To know something about the office of a magistrate
in his own locality is more important than to know
something about the office of the Lord Chancellor o

England ; to be able to understand what a reeve i
will be of more practical use to him and to the com-
munity, than to be able to describe the functions .o

the Chancellor of the Exchequer of Great Britain

and Ireland. So in regard to time. A township
council is a more important body for him as a future

taxpayer, than either the Roman comitia or the

Athenian Areopagus, and the captain of a village

volunteer company is more worthy of his attention

than a Roman Dictator or a devastating Attila.
Lt does not follow that if this view of history be

taken and acted on, the other views above specified
must be ignored. The picturesque element can be
brought out just as well on the one line as on the
other, and so can the ethical and the biographical
elements. The advantage is all on the side of the
rational view with nothing in the shape of offsets.
It is sometimes said that the study of the past en-
ables one better to understand the present, and I
freely concede the truth of this dictum ; but on the
other hand the study of the present may equally
throw light on the past, and this is the more legiti-
timate and useful way to look at the relation be-
tween them. It is hard for any one to form any
clear idea of the Athenian Areopagus, of the Roman
comitia, or of the English manor, but he is aided in
doing so by having first a clear conception of mod-
ern courts of law, election processes, and municipal
institutions. He can investigate what is all around
him in actual operation and can then modify his
conception of institutions and laws as he finds him-
self constrained by the evidence to do ; be cannot
investigate the actual working of institutions long
extinct, or geographically distant, and hazy con-
ceptions of what is not present will throw little, if
any, useful light on what is.

If this is the right view to take of method in teach-
ing history, these important and very practical
inferences follow : (i) That history cannot be
properly taught or learned by means of manuals,
and (2) that no uniform written examination for the
whole Province is practicable in the early stages of
the pupils' progress. With reference to the former
point, i wish to say that a good manual is all right
in its place, but that place is in reviewing, not in
learning history. It gives a bird's-eye view of the
whole subject and that is useful after one has learned
it in some probably unsymmetrical way. With refer-
ence to the latter I must express my opinion that
history could be better taught in the Public schools
if it were left offthe Entrance Examination syllabus.
If it be said that it would not be taught at al], or
enough, if the examination were abolished, my ans-
wer must be: (i) That we should not habituate
teachers to regard passing pupils at an examination
as the great end in teachng any subject ; (2) that
as history is now taught for entrance examnation,
while it does some good, it does much harm, and
its discontinuance would probably be a net gain
instead of a net loss ; (3) that history properly
taught would prove a source of interest to both
teachers and pupils, and would be attractive rather
than repulsive ; and (4) that in all probability its
inherent attractiveness, backed by the authority of
a Departmental regulation and the influence of the
Insp-ctors, would secure a place for the subject on
the working programme of every Public school.

A GOOD IDEA.

WE were struck with a novel plan we -found a
superintendent using the other day-a method to
correct the defects of teaching be had observed
among his teachers. He made a practice of clip-
ping from educational papers what struck him as
being peculiarly helpful to his teachers. He had
these pasted on card-board, and would leave them

e with teachers whom be thought needed hints and
r helps. For instance, here is a teacher who is weak

in discipline. He marked two or three cards for
her use. Here is another that lacks system ; he
len her a card telling the advantages of systemat-
izing, and how it may be done. Still another
lacked enthusiasm in her work; he had something
helpful for ber. And thus it was, for all. Of
course he made suggestions and frequently took
charge of classes for his teachers, but he made
the remark-that these clippings were something

. they kept at their desks to think over and be
reminded of their errors and the plan of correcting
them. Every teacher might follow the same plan

f to great advantage. Educational literature is
worth nothing if it cannot be wrought in the work

f of every day teaching.-Mo. Journal.

If your lips
You'd save from slips,
Five things observe with care,

Of whom you speak,
To whor you speak,

And how, and when, and where.
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Primary Department. they (the old folks) should be worthy patterns for GEOGRAPHY.imitation. Therefore, the teacher sbould be a
model in language. Also, because children in'i-HOWTOTEACH LANGUA(;ETO PRIMARY tate their elders, we can, therefore, introduce with THERE was a time when the teachingbf primaryPUPILS. the idea the term which we use to express it. geography embraced merely a mass of discon-

ARNOLD ALCOTT. When the child has got the idea, we should not be nected, dry facts and a few so-called definitions ofIN this paper we will offer a few suggestions, as at all afraid to give it the new word to express the the division of land and water, which were al-a means of variety, in our language lessons. It thought. most entirely unimagined by the children, buthas been said by a competent authority, that the One method of personation is, as above men- were nevertheless diligently comrnmitted to memoryeight-year-old child uses only about one hundred tioned, that of playing store. Five or six scholars and stored up for future use. Thanks to the ad-and fifty words. nay come to the front of the class-room, and have vance of the "new science," that day has passed,.Now, let us try to find out just how the child o their slates standing on the platforn, and have and geography, as it is now taught in some schools,tains this vocabulary, so that we, as educators, written on them their s1gns, that is, their narnes is one of the most developing powers lying withinnay be able to follow the natural method, when and the kind of store they are keeping. Also, reach of the teacher. Before going any further, letwe come to help our pupils to add to their stock of they should have a few articles such as the us realize the fact that there is a real science ofwords. These little folks know the names of ail of average " boy" bas in the recesses of that pocket, geography, and that it is a subject requiring greatthe objects in their homes which they have seen namely, marbles, a top, a jack-knife, a string, pen- thought and preparation in teaching. Let us con-and have used, and have heard talked about ; also, cils, and so on. These will be goods and money. sider what it is, and why it is taught?they learn in their play and in their talks with Now the other members of the class nay write Geograpby is defined rightly to be the study ofothers, and also by hearing the conversation of down their orders, that is, the goods wbich they the earth and its inhabitants. It ay, therefore, beothers. Therefore, the children learn by the want to buy, and then the teacher nay let some divided into tvo parts, the frst treating of struc-objective method. They know the thing itself. actually corne up and purchase. This latter is tures, now called structura georaphy, the secondJust here, we nay, if we will, pick up a valuable very interesting, and nay also be productive of an relating to mag, past and present, eis position,clue to guide us in our teaching of any subject, extra teaching in language, for we should say labors and achievements, all of wbich constitute, innamely, to associate a thought or an idea with an "Good-day " to the storekeeper, and we must con- reality, history. The first part, therefore, forms theobject, so as to impress the idea firmly, clearly, and sult hm about the quality of his goods, and about groundwork for the second. Until we bave givenfixedly in the mmd. the fairness of his prices. Children are nearly in- the subject ample t -ougbt we cannot realize theThen again, we read between the lines, and con- toxicated, if I may so speak, with these persona- beigbts we cao clib, nor the depts we can pene-clude that, as the child learns by its talk with tion lessons. trate in the stddy of geograpby. There are peanyothers, and by hearing others speak, therefore, as I have outlined, very briefly, indeed, a lesson on reasons wby it sbou d be made a proinent studymuch as possible, our little friends should hear personation. If you think fôr yourself, you will in our schools. It, aleost more than any otbergood English. Children are such splendid imi- find that it is a field having a very large area, and study, is qualifled to develop largely the imagina-tators, that we should endeavor, in every way, to yielding the golden harvest of interest and sympa- tion. By imagination we do not mean the creat-place before them what is excellent, in order that thetic co-operation of scholars with teacher. ing of anytbing entirely newothat is not witinthey may become perfectly accustomed to the use As suitable for personation lessons, and as a the powers of tbe m nd, but rather the building upof the best phrases, and in order that the proper connecting link between the stories of my former and uniting of seen and known facts to form theuse of langudge, as a definite means of thought-ex- article and the "actions " described in this paper, unseen. This xve are constantly ding in geogra-
pression, may become a AahtI suggest the following : py. In the district about the scool we ave0f course, we know tat we should deveo the a. Little Red Riding Hood. soe fine his ; we also bave sore specimens ofchild's power of observation. It does not know so Tbree Bears. some e ieas the ars aduasome spcmensvery much about the common objects around it c. Who Stole the Bird's Nest ? and the favorite of these simple sense objects, to imagine thetherefore we should help it to receive impressions' story known as great chains of moutains on our continent, and.and to define them. How are we to do this ? d. Who Killed Cock Robin? the high peaks of the Alps. Just here I an re-Certainly, there is no better way than by neans of Let your boys be the Wolf, and your girls Red thinded of a professor who asked a class to try andObject Lessons, or, as some have been pleased to Riding Hood. imagine soe new animal, either very beautiful ortern them, development lessons. In these the new Be sure to get the proper tones of the different very ugly. There were sote rigy deveopedidea having been acquired, the new word is given bears, namely, the thin, wiry squeak of little imaginations in the class, ani they used theinas the sign for this idea. Will you note how in- Tmy, the gruff voice of tbe papa bear, and so on. freely, but nothing new was evo ted. Tere werevaluable these lessons are, as a means of language While considering this delightful subject of per- new and onheard-of combinations, certainy, bttraining, because of the thing, the idea, and the sonation, I remember a device which I tried in my ail from the old sense products.
word being so closely connected ? Let us adhere class, and with which they were immensely pleased. Wbeo we have entered the study of structuraisteadfastly to object lessons, as a means for ad- We believe in having games in our school-roomn, ge n w e tvancing our pupils in language. and this is one of then. It is called the gane of geograpy, after moulding islands, we carry ourAnother method is by means of Personations Trades. Let me tell you how we play it. The tbeworld, discovering new features i l them andThis is most certainly a natural way. There is teacher sends out about six of her pupils, and tells gathering up interesting facts. We trace our littenot one of us who cannot remenber when he used them (after they are outside) that she wants them ariver up to its source, flnding out how it starts andto delightat playing store or school,atplaying driver to be blacksmiths. Then she finds out from them ow it is increased, until we are abie to leave iton a street-car, or, if girls, what did we like better what blacksmiths do. Of course, the boys readily and navigate the great St. Lawrence and Ainazon.than playing "lady," and going visiting, and so on answer that they hammer. Then she tells these It is useess to try and enumerate the varionusand so on. Just the other day, a friend said that six pupils that they are to go into the room and It s useless totrand enmte tevarous
when he was a boy, to drive a street-car was the hammer as if they were blacksmiths. The others vayin which geography excites and developsheight of his ambition. Now the desire of in the class are to find out what trade these repre- mve know the resources of pleasure and happiness a"doing" was natural and right. What was sent, that is, what they are, whether rower, or dg vivid imagination brings us, and hownor in mind'sneeded was, that it be directed into proper chan- ger, or driver, or etc., and then, as everyone de- wealtb a man or wrna is, who is devoid of it.nels of usefulness, and we are glad to know that cides, the naine is to be written on the slates in a There bas mot been enoug done in our schools toso many of our teachers are trying and succeeding sentence, thus : foster ad develop this facuty ; let us be careful lestin their efforts to help the rising generation reacb Fred is a blacksmith ; or, in any respect we crush or dieinisb it.the right goal. Tom is a rower or, Gengrap y also, as y u h ave doubtess nted,We had better philosophise a little before pro- Ned is a digger; or, trains the observation and c parson, and as a lastceeding. So we will put down our thoughts thus : Mary is a washerwoman, as the case may be. aramete o vould say the reasoning powers. WenWe know, ist, that children love personating. With very junior classes we nay at first take the a cid bas been gsven a k owiedge of the surface2nd, that they delight in " doing " sonething, in latter part orally. In another paper, we may sug- configuration gf a cvuntry he can tel soething ofbeing active. We will intensify this by saying gest sone other " trades " which may be practised. the probable nature ofthe rversl; short and quckthat a perfectly healthy, cheerful child must be Language lessons can be more varied, we bad suited to manufactures, or long a d slow adapted"alive." It cannot be otherwise. almost said, than any other lessons. for navi gation. He c a reason as t the probable3rd, that children like imitating the " old What class would not waken up, and be en- or on character and easona tot ale3rd, huse 

occupation, vhatgirlitical thi tportance ptiof
folks " better than they like imitating the younger tused? Wat boy or at gdeterining this from the structure ofdivision would not brighten and the countenance glow with the cotle, etmive position or mountainous na-

From division one we conclude that if we intro- interest in this work? tore of the country.duce personation in our lessons, we are on the It has been said, and very truly, at least in my Coring down to a simper application, we findright track, because it is natura, and therefore, own case, that those teachers most influenced us we a snple applicatnd ea-possesses the merits of brightness, executive for good who made the imparting of knowledge soing powers of nur pupils in even our littie objec-power, ease and fun. and the gaining of it a P/easure to us ; who made tie talks on the se pons, day and night, cliate,From division two, we conclude that we sbould us learn, or, better, who caused us to learn, as it vegetation, etc.give our pupils tangible work to do ; that we were. Do ot be content vitb any "smail mercies asshould not expect them to do very much purely Surely no subject affords a wider range for the regards your success in geography teaching, but,mental work ; that we should remember that a excitation of pleasurable emotions in our pupils reaiizing the vastness and benefit of the study, per-written thought, or one performed by means of a than the study and teaching of language. re ith vage and bene uftie yu pephysical act, is infinitely superior for educational The writer hopes that the humble efforts here put attained the " anigest measure."purposes to one expressed by word of mouth. forth, will serve as a stimulus to fellow-workers, for Att e thought wiml suffice to sov the import-From division three we conclude that the "old these few words are intended to help you to " do A little tought wluce o show teort-
folks " should remember that the young folks are not what others do, but, rather," to anceof the correct teachig of structural geogra-noticing and admiring them, and that, therefore " Do the bp ''y. We can see how, with the exception of the

notiing nd dmirng hemandthat threfoe te very best you can." ifluence of climate, it determines the importance
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Of a country as regards its resources, manufactures,
character of the people, and even politics and reli-
gion.

In the teaching of structural geography we do
not want to deal with planes and perspective views,
but we want to depict the manner of organization
in a realistic way, and this can best be done by
rnoulding in sand. We hope some time to have
for each child a moulding board provided with a
goodly supply of foundry sand and water. But if
this is impossible, have a sand box or moulding
board yourself, and allow the children to assist you
n forming the varions constructions you wish to

teach. After moulding in the sand such features as
mountains, bays, isthmuses and valleys, they may
be rudely constructed yet vividly illustrated by the
hands ; placing the fingers in pyramid position to
form mountains, two fingers separated to form a
bay, the shoulder forming one hill, the wrist the
other, the elbow hollow forming the vallev. Paper
may be used to advantage also in making these
forms.

We must remember, however, that these are only
to serve as aids to the imagination. As soon as
they have grasped the idea of a inountain, leave
the "mud pie" and talk about the Catskills, or
even climb the heights of Mont Blanc. This will
add enthusiasm and interest, and sparkling eyes,
eager ears and attentive minds will be your reward.

Encourage the children to find out alf they canat home and elsewhere about what they are study-
ng. Make collections of pictures of physical fea-
tres people of different nationalities, animals,
en's and you will soon have q'uite a museum, if you
ecourage the children to bring you pieces of rock,
heIs, sea-weed and minerals of all descriptions.
ln our special department of primary work I donot think our course should be limited, but, begin-noig with the familiar forms around us we should,

Proceeding correctly, take our scholars in this work
just as far as we flnd possible.

Our first geography lessons should be of the na-
ture of language lessors, or little objective talks on
such topics as shapeof-the earth, day and night,
seasons, climate, moon, stars, and direction. I will
confine myself in this paper to some of these talks.
Proceed im these lessons on the objective method,
Making them, by every art and device, as interest-
ing as possible. An orange that bas been packed
in a box so as to flatten slightly at both ends, will
best illustrate the earth. In connection with this
lesson you may have wonderfully interesting talks
On how the earth was found to be round. Some of
Your scholars vill, perhaps, have noticed how on the
lake they have seen the topsail of a schooner away
off on the horizon, and after that gradually the
whole vessel.

To illustrate and aid in giving a conception of
day and night, I have a large yellow ball of tissue
Paper or wool, suspended in mv case from the
stove-pipe by a piece of wire. Then, w ith an
Orange, a brown ball, or an apple, which we take
for the earth, I populate one side of it with pins to
represent the scholars. Then we turn round the
earth-ball and move it round the sun-ball, and in
our imagination live through two or three years of
Our lives, talking about the seasons, what grew,What the birds did, what ve wore, and other inter-
esting things.

In lessons on climate we used a great many pic-
turcs to illustrate differences in countries, people,
Plants, flowers, animals, and occupations. Then
We had a number of little lessons on the moon and
stars. The children watched at night, and came
to school brimful ofliscoveries (?) and information
to tender at geography time.

VWe may talk about " fairy stories " and object
.essons creating most enthusiastic efforts, but for
intense interest, attention and retention, take some
of these simple lessons forming the introduction to
the study of geography.

AN OBJECT-LESSON TALK.
BY RHODA LEE.

SOMETIMES in the effort to make a lesson attrac-tive and interesting we lose sight, in a neasure, of
Its real nature and character. We fail to keep in
view its special aim and the particular form of
development it is to effect.

Let us remind ourselves of the primary aim of
Object teaching and the various otherbenefits to bederived therefrom.

The first and foremost aim is-naturally the develop-
ment of all the faculties of the child-mind ; second,
the correction, extension and application of the
child-vocabulary ; third, the gaining of knowledge.
Observe it is not giving but gaining. We do not
give gratuitously and promiscuously, but by careful
guidance lead our pupils to gain for themselves.
Sometimes the mistake is make of confusing objec-
tive or illustrative teaching with object teaching.

In the former we employ the object as a means
of illustration, as in the use of " pegs and sticks " to
teach numeration. In the latter the object itself is
studied, with a view to finding out its composition,
construction, parts, and relations.

You cannot expect your scholars to discover these
peculiarities of form and construction from an object
held in your hand. We, therefore, arrive at one of
the fundamental principles, which is, that every
child must have the object in his own hands and
make his own investigations.

Do not try to force your pupils to see everything
that you.with your more mature mind may observe,
but by skilful questioning place them in the proper
position of mind for the perception.

As development is the fundamental and primary
aim we should be careful in our choice of objects to
decide on those which will be most generally de-
veloping.

In my efforts to make these lessons attractive I
find that some novel manner of distribution adds
interest.

Sometimes the children place their hands in the
position we take for the game of "Billy, Billy But-
ton," then I pass down the aisles dropping something
in between the closed hands, no one opening them
until the signal has been given.

At other times, eyes are closed and the hand-
kerchiefs placed on the desks, then a couple of
"good fairies " trip around the room placing some-
thing under each handkerchief. Then, perhaps, I
give a few hints and the scholars guess what we are
going to talk about.

In other lessons the children go to " make-believe-
sleep " on the back part of the desks and the object
is placed in front, ready for the eager eyes to
examine.

My talk has been somewhat more lengthy than I
intended and in consequence the outline lesson will
have to be onitted, leaving only as subjects for
lessons this month, ist. beech nuts, 2nd. hands, and
3rd. chalk.

Quesion Drawer.

[N. B.-For answers to q lestions in English and
M tthematics see those depa1tments respectivdy. C r-
respandents will please send ail suc' qu-stions direct to
the Editors (f those departments.]

WiLL. some kind friend of the JOURNAL please
send a reply to the following :

I am teaching an ungraded country scbool, with
an average attendance of fifty-four pupils. I have
been much annoyed with a habit my pupils have
formed of studying in an undertone, which, among
so many pupils, creates disorder, which, at times,
becomes almost unbearable. I have tried hard to
overcome this difficulty, but have failed thus far.
In trying to quiet this noisy hum in my school-room
I have found it a difficult matter to find out the exact
pupils who are studying in this half-audible tone.

Whispering, too, is indulged in to a certain ex-
tent, and I find it impossible to suppress it so long
as the loud studying prevails.

If any of the readers of the JOURNAL have ever-
had a similar experience, and can recommend a
remedy for this evil, I shall be very grateful for the
same.-PICA.

I THINK it important to teach the names of the
more important railroads and canals of the U.S.A.
Will you kindly publish a list of the same and their
location in your next issue of the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL ?-XW. M. T.

[There are probably about i,ooo railroads in the
United States and Canada. It would be impossi-
ble for us to take space to enumerate even the im-
portant ones, nor have we any criterion for deter-
mining their importance. A few of the great trunk
lines, such as the Union Pacific, Northern Pacific,
New York Central railroads, and the chief canals,
such as the Erie, may be traced on any good map.
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You would, in our opinion, make a serions mistake
if you required your pupils to commit to memory a
list of nanies.]

I. WHICH is considered the better time to teach
the compound rules ; before or after fractions ?

Il. Pupils are in their seats preparing reading
lessons and find words they cannot pronounce.
Which is the best manner of informing them ?

III. A teacher is engaged fo- one year. Can he
legally, at the expiration of eight months, procure a
substitute and leave his position for a more lucra-
tive one, without giving notice ?-G. H. B.

[I. Opinions would probably differ. We should
say after. Il We invite the opinions of experi-
enced teachers on this and preceding question.
We should say that every pupil should have within
reach a good pronouncing dictionary and be taught
to use it. The results should, of course, be tested
in class. III. Certainly not.]

I. SHOULD three months' notice be inserted in
teachers' agreement with trustees, or will one
month's notice be legal, if agreed to by both
parties ?

Il. A trustee leaves a section about Ist Sept.
this year, and goes to reside in another adjoining.
Has he any power to act in any way or capacity in
the section he left as trustee?

III. Can a secretary-treasurer of " Rural School
Board" in monthly payments to teachers, withhold
a part of payment for any purpose, or must he pay
whole amount to teacher for teacher's disposal as
he chooses ?

IV. "School Act " says notice must be given of
termination of agreement by trustees or teacher a
certain number of calendar months previously,so as
to terminate on the last day of a calendar month.
This would mean, I should say, that if agreement
calls for one month's notice, then notice being
given in proper form on last day of any month, say
31st of Oct., agreement terminates on 3oth Nov.,
or if notice is given on 3oth Nov. then agreement
terminates on 31st December.--N.

[I. One month's notice would be legal if specified
in agreement. IL. We think not. Sect. 8 of the
School Law prescribes that trustees must be " actual
resident rate-payers." Sect. 40 makes it the duty
of the Board to call a special meeting of rate-payers
to 6li vacancies caused by removal. III. He has
no power to withhold any part of the salary agreed
on. IV. Yes.]

WOULD you kindly publish, in the columns of
the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, examination papers
for First Class Professional Certificate ?-F. B.

[We shall try to publish some samples, at least,
in next issue.]

i. (a) ARE candidates for First Class Certificates
supposed to write German script at the examination
when they take the course in German ? (b) What
percentage of marks is usually allowed for French
and German dictation ?

2. Can a person who passed Second Class non-
Professional examination in '85, attended the Model
school in '86, and has been engaged in teaching
since, have her certificate renewed without re-exam-
ination ? If not, what is the proper construction of
paragraph r23 ofthe Departmental curriculum ?-C.

[r. (a) No. Possibiy the examiners might feel at
liberty to test the candidate's knowledge of Gernan
script. (b) Regulation 117 gives 200 as the value
assigned to French and German each. We are
not sure what you mean by " French and German
dictation." II. Yes, on the conditions named in
Regulation 123.1

I. COULD you find space in your next issue to in-
sert a sample of the Entrance paper in Agriculture
and Hygiene?

Il. Will you kindly describe a beet seed botanically.
III. I desire to possess a book--"The History

of Columbor" or of "lone "-and a bookseller at
home ordered it for me, but it has not come. How
could I get it ?-A TEACHER.

[I. None were set at*last examination. IL. Re-
spectfully refcrred to our scientific patrons. III
Write to Vannevar & Co., 440 Yonge St., or to Frank
Porter, 353 Yonge St whose advertisements will be
found in our columns.j
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Exanintation Paters.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO-ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.-ARTS.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

HONORS.

x'aminer- DAVID REID KEYs, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for University Scholarships
will take only those questions marked with an as-
terisk. All other candidates (whether for Pass or
Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
must take the first seven questions and any two ol
the remainder.

*i. What are the faults and failings of the Eng-
lish alphabet in so far as consonants are con-
cerned ?

*g. In what different vays bas the English Ian-
guage derived words ftom the languages of Asia ?
Give examples.

*3. How does Earle classify adjectives? Explain
the terms he uses.

-4. Write an article on English diminutives.
*5. Account for the plural ending s, and explain

the irregular plurals of native orgin.
*6. " Of the flexible adverbs formed from case-

endings, this genitival is the one that retains most
vitality, but it is little more than semi-animate.
What. vitality it bas tends.... towards symbolism."

(a) Give examples (two for each case) of ad-
verbs formed from case-endings.

(b) Explain and illustrate what Earle means
by symbolism.

*7. Write notes on the following passages, ex-
plaining the exact meaning of the words in italics,
and suggesting any changes you think necessary

(a) If any monument should particularly ex-
cite your curiosity, I shall endeavor to satisfy your
demands.

(b) Were I to advise any man for whom I
had the least regard, I would caution hin not to
be imposed upon by false pretences.

(c) He explained the manner in which he
would deal with beggars were he a magistrate.

(d itThe genius of a country shou/d be inves-
tigated with a kind of experimental inquiry ; by this
means we shouldhave more precise and just notions
of foreign nations.

(e) As soon as we are arrived at Moscow....
you shallbe informed of all.

(f) I intend she shall be as perfect as pos-
sible in every accomplishment.

(g) But it is time to quit this sketch on which,
however, I should be glad to dwell.

*8. Account, historically, for the following verbal
forms :-Art, can (3rd sing.), could, doth, hast, says
, shalt, wast, wert, won't

9. Explain, with the aid of examples, the gram-
matical terms :-Absolute Construction, Gerund,
Reduplication, Umlaut.

*io. Make a list of auxiliary verbs, explaining
the functions of each.

*[i. Compare English with any other languages
you may have studied with respect to its power of
expressing distinctions of mood. Illustrate.

HISTORY ANI) GEOGRAPHY.
HONORS.

Examiner-T. ARNOLD HAULTAIN, M.A.
NOTE. -Candidates for University Scholarships

will take only those questions marked with ai as-
terisk. All other candidates (whether for Pass or
Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
nust take the first five questions and any two of
the remainder.

i i. Indicate the tracts of the principal submarine
cables uniting various portions of the British Emn-
pire.

*2. N aine and give the position of the chief satel-
lite island groups belonging to the British Archi-
pelago.

*3. Naine the more important coal fields of Eng-
land and Wales.

"4. Describe generally the condition of England,
from a commercial or financial point of view, in the
time of Charfes I.

To what causes would you be inclined to attri-
bute that condition ?

*5. " Thepoem [' The Faerie Queen'] epressed,
indeed, the very lhfi' of the time."--GREEN.

Explain what the historian means by this asser-
tion.

*6. Write brief critical or explanatory notes on
each of the following:-The Puritan Emigration to
New England ; " Self-Renouncing Ordinance " ; the

Instrument of Government " (1653) ; the "Test
Act " (1673) ; the " Habeas Corpus Act."

*7. Remark briefly on Cromwell's foreign policy.
8. Sketch concisely the character of Wentwortli

(Lord Strafford).
How was he regarded byhis sovereign ?

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO. -
MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.

ORTHOEPY ANID PRINCIPLES OF
READING.

Examiners. f J. F. WHITE.
iM. J. KELLY, M.I., LL B.

NOTE. -Candidates will take the first three ques-
tions and any two of the others.

i. (a) Show the importance of pause in interpret-
ing feeling.

(b) Mark by lines (/for short, // for long) the
pauses in the following

"As one who walking in a forest sees
A lovely landscape through the parted trees,
Then sees it not for boughs that intervene,
Or as we see the moon sometimes reveal'd
Through drifting clouds and then again conceal'd,
So I behold the scene."

2. Up rose old Barbara Frietchie then,
Bow'd witb her fourscore years and ten ,
Bravest of all in Frederick town,
She took up the flag the men haul'd down;
In ber attic window the staff she set, 5
To show that one heart was loyal yet.
Up the street came the rebel tread,
Stonewall Jackson riding ahead.
Under bis slouch'd bat left and right
He glanced: the old flag met his sight. 10
"HaIt ! I -the dust-brown ranks stood fast.

"Fire ! "-out blazed the rifle-blast.
It shiver'd the window, pane and sash-
It rent the banner with seam and gash.
Quick, as it fell, from its broken staff 15
Dame Barbara snatch'd the silken scarf;
She lean'd far out on the window sill,
And shook it forth with a royal will.
"Shoot, if you must, this old grey bead,
But spare your country's flag ! " she said. 20
A shade of sadness, a blush of shame.
Over the face of the leader came ;
The nobler nature within him stirr'd
To life at that woman's deed and word.
" Who touches a hair of yon grey head, 25
Dies like a log ! March on !" he said.

(a) Mark the general pitch, force, and move-
ment (rate) of the extract. What parts require a
different rendering, and why ?

(b) Give, with reasons, six emphatic words in
Il. 1-6 ; without reasons, six in 11. 19-26.

(c) Select four words requiring the rising inter-
val (inflection), and four, the falling ; giving expla-
nation in each case.

3. Divide into syllables, accentuate, mark the
correct sound of the italicized consonants and of the
v'owels in the accented syllables :-Quinine, mirage,
sergeant, demesne, deficit, jonquil, peremptory,
amateur, complaisance, vagary, sacrilegious, Sikhs.

4- (a) State what is meant by orotund voice.
How is it produced, and for what compositions is it
suited ?

(b) For what feelings S impure voice the pro-
per mode of expression .

5. In what does stress differ from force or loud-
ness? Indicate, with reasons, the force and the

stress that should be employed in reading each of
the following :

(a) " Come one, come all - this rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I."

(b) " The only principles of public conduct,
which are worthy of a gentleman or a man, are tO
sacrifice estate, health, appearance, and even life
itself, at the call of his country."

(c) "An old man, broken with the storm of
state,

Is come to lay his weary bones among ye."
(d) " All hail, thou lovely queen of night !"

6. (a) Explain clearly what is meant by empha-
sis, distinguishing emphasis of sense and emphasis
of feeling.

(b) What different meanings may the follow-
ing sentence have, depending upon the position of
the emphasis :

Were you not wellpaid to fight valiantlv against
Alexander?

7. By what principles are pitch and movement
(rate) connected with the suitable interpretation of
thought and feeling ? Illustrate by reference to the
following :

(a) " She is won ! we are gone over bank, bush
and scaur;

They'll have fleet steeds that follow !"
quoth young Lochinvar.

(b) " But at midnight-strange, mystic hour !
-when the veil between the frail present and the
eternal future grows thin-then came the messen-
ger !I

(c) Hail to thee ! blithe spirit, bird thou never
wert,

That from Heaven, or near it, pourest thy
full heart.

(d) 'Young men, ahoy ! What is it ?
Beware ! beware ! the rapids are below you

See how fast you pass that point ! Quick ! quick!
Pull hard 1"

ALGEBRA.

Examiners W. H. BALLARD, M A.
J. E. HODGSON, M.A.

NOTE. --Only eight questions areto be attempted.
i. (a) Define the terms quantity, unit, number,

negative quantity. How is quantity measured ?
(b) Distinguish between the aritbmetical sum

(or difference), and the algebraic sum (or difference)
of two quantities.

2. Factor

(c-x) (x2 +ab)+(a+x) (x2 -- bc)+(b-x) (x2 +ca).
What values of x will make this expression =o?
If a, b, c, x, are all positive quantities, under what

conditions will the expression be negative ?
3. If two expressions have a common factor,

prove that the sum or difference of any multiples of
these expressions will have that common factor.

Find the highest factor common to the expres-
sions

x2 (3-2y)+X(3x2-5y2)-(2x+ 5 y)y,
x2(3+2y)+x(3x2--5yî)+(2x-5y)y.

4. Add together the following

a-x (a-b)(a-c) b-x (b-c)(b-a)

c - x (c-a)(c--b)

5. Find all the factors of
X

4 
+4y

4 ,
2a2-b 2 + ab-a2b-2a-ab +2b,
aab +bic"+c-a3 -3a 2 b2 cZ

6. Reduce to its simplest form

s 2 -(s-a) (s-b) - (s-b) (s-c) - (s-c) (s- a).
where 2s=a + b+c.

7. Solve the equations

x- 4  X-5 x-7 X--8
(1) - =- ;

\-5 X-6 x- 8 x-9

I 7x 22
(2) (9x-7)-- (X-2 )-- + - =O.

15 3 19 171

'Q
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8. For what value of x will the sun' of the follow-
ing fractions be 3 :

(x -a)2 (x-b)2 (\ c)
(x-b) (x-c) (x-c) (x-a) (x -a)(x-b)

9. A person who has $30,ooo invested receives
from part of it an income of 4¾ per cent. per an-
num, and from the remainder an income of 51 per
cent. per annum. His total income is $1,49o; how
nuch has he invested at each rate per cent.?

lo. A piece of work is done in 4 days by three
men, A, B, C, working together. A would require
5 days longer than C to do the whole work ; and
the work done by A and B together in a day ex-
ceeds that done by C in a day, by one-twentieth of
the whole work. What tirne would each require to
d1o the work by himself?

i i. A whole number, greater than 8oo and less
than 9oo, is altered by removing the left band digit
and putting it in the unit's place. The new nom-
ber is three-fourths of the original one. Find the
number.

12. The difference between the cubes of two con-
secutive odd numbers is 218 ; state the equation
from which these numbers may be found and carry
on the solution as far as you can.

School-Room Methods.

BUSY WORK IN PRIMARY NUMBER.
i. THERE are 4 bones in the palm of each hand,

3 bones in each finger, 2 in the thumb. How nany
bones in the right hand ? How nany in both
hands?

2. There are 8 bones in each wrist, and 7 bones
in each ankle How many bones in your wrists and
ankles, taken together ?

3. Your slate is i foot long and 9 inches wide.
Mark it off into squares, one inch each way, and
find how nany square inches along the length ?
How many-rows the sam length ? How many
square inches on your slate ?

4. Make a picture of a bed-quilt for a doll's bed.
It is to be 6 blocks long and 5 blocks wide. How
many blocks in the quilt ?

5. If 12 kites are given to 12 boys, how mnany
kites will eacb boy receive? Picture the boys flying
the kites.

6. Mr. Anes takes the N. Y. Week/v, Ha rer's
Wekly, and a daily paper. How many papers
does be receive in a week ?

7. How many days in tbe month of May ? How
rnany inJune? If school closes June 29th, how many
days fron now to the close of school ?

7. Write the name of each nonth and the num-
ber of days in each month.

9. Write the name of the sp-ing nonths. Find
how many days in spring. Why is this season
called spring ? What does the word season mean ?

10. If the fare in the street car is 6 cents, how
nuch will it cost for a father, inother, and four chil-

dren at half fare, to ride to the Park ? How nuch
to ride there and back home ?

i . What number multiplied by itself equals 4?
Equals 9 ? Equals 16? Equals 25 ? Equals 49 ?
Equals 81 ?

12. How much is 2x2X2? Hownuch is 3x3x3?
How much is 4 x 4 x 4?

13. How many pupils can be seated in a school-
room that has 8 rows of desks, and 7 desks in each
row ? How many, if two sit in each desk ?

14. If I have a cube, with a letter on each face of
the cube, how many letters are there ? If I have
six cubes, how many letters ?

15. Draw a cube. How nany sides can you show?
16. Make 12 dots on your slate and find 1s of

then. Make 25 dots and join j of them.
17. I have 64 blocks. I place them in the forn

of a square, how many blocks in a row? How
many rows ? If 1 place then in the forn of a cube
how high, and long and wide will the cube be ?

18. What is the difference between i and a
dozen ? Between io and half a dozen ?

19. What is the difference between 14 and 7 ?
How nany are two sevens ? How mnany years
before you will be two sevenyears old ?

20. Draw the face of a clock. How many hands
are pictured on the face ? Make the numbers,
either in figures or in letters. Make the clock say
9 o'clock.-Educational Gazette.

LANGUAGE EXERCISES.
NEWSPAPER NOTICES.

1. I MAGINE your father bas a house to jet and
wishes you to write for him a notice for the paper.
State the number of rooms in the house, the loca-
tion, the other advantages, the rent, the place to
inquire for further information.

2. Imagine you have lost your pocket-book*
write a proper notice concerning it for the morning
paper.

3. Imagine you desire a position as book-keeper,
and write a short paragraph, that might be inserted
in the paper under " Situations Wanted.",

4. Imagine you have found a music-roll, and write
the proper notice for the paper.

5. Imagine your father desires a gardener, and
asks you to advertise for one. Write the proper
notice to be inserted under " Wants."

6. Imagine yourself the secretary of the Natural
History Club, and write the notice of the next meet-
ing for the local paper. State the name of the
gentleman who will address the club, bis subject,
etc.

7. Imagine yourself a florist, and write an adv er-
tisement to recomnend your business.

8. Imagine yourself a grocer, and write a similar
advertisement.

9. Imagine yourself the principal of a private
school, and write a notice stating the time the
school will open and its advantages.

10. Imagine the janitor of your school has met
with an accident, that bas disabled him, and write a
paragraph for the local paper, stating the nature of
the accident, and asking help for him.

TE LEGRA MS.
i. Imagine you have been visiting a friend in a

distant city. Write a telegram of ten words or less
stating your safe arrival home.

2. Imagine a friend visiting you is sick, and write
a telegram to be sent to bis mother asking her to
cone to bis aid. Express it in ten words or less.

3. Expand the same to fifteen or twenty words.
4. Imagine your father's stenographer is sick;

write a telegram to be sent to a friend, asking him
to fill the position for a time.-PIopitar Eduicator.

HOW TO TEACH WEIGHTS ANI)
MEASURES.

IF the children can be got thoroughly to under-
stand the construction of these tables, and to know
exactly what is meant byeachof the terms-drachm,
acre, bushel, etc.-they wîil be much msýre likely to
be able to work the exercises tban if, as is some-
times done, they learn the tables as parrots inight,
and understand very little of wbat tpey are trying
to do.

Children will much better remember what they
see than what they hear ; and, when teaching the
weights and measures, the teacher should always,
as far as possible, demonstrate to the pupils the
truth of the tables by means of actual weights and
measures, and by diagrams.

Lengh.-Along the top edge of the blackboard a
yard night be painted with red or white paint,
and divided loto feet, with one foot divided into
inches. Along the wall of a long school-roon, or
on the floor, might be painted with red or white
paint a chain, divided into yards. If the room is
not long enough to admit of the marking of a chain,
as nany yards as possible may be marked, and the
remainder back to forn a second and parallel line:
that is, if the room is 40 feet long, 39 feet should be
marked in a line, which should then turn round,
and 27 feet be marked in the second line. Or the
chain might be marked along the wall of the play-
ground. A perpendicular line neatly painted on
the wall fron ground to ceiling will also be found
useful. This should be divided into feet and yards,
and if the first six feet are divided into inches the
line will do to measure the height of children and
teachers.

The chain should be divided into four equal
parts, each of which will be a pole. The children
will not find it difficult to understand that ten
chains equal a furlong, and eight times this length
a mile.

Area. This is perhaps the hardest table for a
child to understand. Let the teacher get some good t
stout cardboard, and cut out a square with sides.a
foot long. If each side be divided into inches, and

thick lines be drawn across with ink to form inch
squares, the children will be able to see.that 144
square inches equal a square foot. It will be well
also to have a separate piece of card an inch square,
so that there may be no doubt about what is meant
by a square inch. This may be attached loosely tothe foot square by means of a piece of string.

A piece of brown paper a yard square, divided to
show the nine square feet, can be doubled up and
put away when not in use.

To show the most difficult of all the items in the
table-the 301 yards which equal a square rod or
pole-the back of the square yard of brown paper

may be used, Of course the teacher will explain
that this is 301 times less in size than an actual
square rod, which would be too large for her to
draw on paper or to manage if drawn. Each side
of the square should be divided to show 5ý yards,
and lines drawn across from side to side, when it
will be found that there will be 25 squares of a yard
each =25 sq. yds., 10 oblongs of half a yard each
=5 sq. yds., and a little square a quarter of a yard

each way=¼ yd., that is 25+5+1=301 sq. yds.
It will be advisable to mark on the floor of the

school-room, with red or black paint, a square with
sides each 51 yards long-that is, a square pole.

The rood, acre, and square mile must be ex-
plained by diagrans drawn on the blackboard with
chalk.-Ediecational Gazette.

AN ARITHMETICAL CONTEST.

LACK of accuracy in adding, subtracting, mIulti
plying and dividing, and an exasperating slowness
in doing the work, draw eavily upon the onlook-
er's Patience. Not only are constant drills in
classes needed, but arithnetic matches should be
frequent. The forms of these may be as varied as
the resources of the teacher.

For instance, try this ; John and Julia will
choose sides. There are five on each side. John,
with his band may occupy this seat ; Julia, with
ber chosen, the opposite 'seat. All can see the
blackboard. The teacher gives a sum in addition,
writing each line as he reads the figures to the
class.

"Add John, bring the slates from your side,
and lay them on this end of rny desk ; Julia, yours
on this end"

The teacher then, in view of the class, writes the
answer on the blackboard. She then examinesJomins slates, and finds 3 right ; next Julia's are in-
spected, and five are found right. Then, on the
blackboard the teacher writes

John, 3 plus;
Jula, 5 plus.

The siates are returned ; another sum is givenr
the slates are again collected, and the result is
found to be: John 4, Julia 2. The numbers are
duly entered in their proper places, thus

John, 3 plus 4 plus;
Julia, 5 plus 2 plus.

ary this tine there is nuch excitement, for it is
plainly visible that tbe sides are even, aud the
gacher announces the next sum will decide the
gaine.

When the slates are collected, lu appears that
ona side bas 3 right, Julia's 4, The result now

appears thus:
John, 3 plus 4 plus 3 equals 10.
Julia, 5 plus 2 Plus 4 equals i i

giving Julia's side the victory by one mark.
I recommend teachers who desire something

icn for Friday afternoons to try this. My custon
was, to give three sums in addition, three in sub
raction, three in multiplication, three in division
The match caused fully as much excitement as a
baseball gaine Western Schooijoiowal.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
We dfrect attention to the announcement of the

merits of the 'Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding
and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for
$5.50, plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party the JOURNAL for $100.

TEACIlERS' CONVENTIONS-OCTOBER AND
NOVEMBER.

South York, at West Toronto Junction, Oct. 31 and
Nov. i.

West Bruce, at Kincardine, October 31 and Novem
ber i.

East and West Lambton (union meeting), at Sarnia,
October 31 and November x.

Elgin, at St. Thomas, Nov. 8 and 9.
The Hon. G. W. Ross, M.P.P., Minister of Educa-

tion, will deliver a lecture in connection with the South
York Institute, on the ex ening of the first day, sub-
ject, " Characteristics of Our School System." A
literary and musical entertaiment will be held at Kin-
cardine, on the evening of Oct. 31. Dr, McLellan,
Director of Teachers' Institutes and Inspector of Nor_
mal Schools, will attend the meetings at Sarnia and
St. Thomas, and deliver a lecture in each case on the
evening of the first day.

Will Secretaries of Associations, or Public School
Inspectors, have the kindness to forward us programmes
of their meetings, for announcement as above. Also,
will Secretaries please send an epitome of the more
important business transacted, for publication in the
JOURNAL.

Editorial.

TORONTO, NOVEMBER 1, 1889.

THE FRENCH-ENGLISH S('HOOLS.
ACTING promptly upon the elaborate report

of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into
the condition of the Public schools in those
portions of the border counties of Ontario
which are mainly peopled by French settlers,
the Minister of Education bas issued a series
of special regulations for the correction of
defects and abuses in those schools, and the
improvement of their general character, espe-
cially in regard to the teaching of English.
These regulations will not satisfy partisan ex-
tremists, but they will commend themselves to
moderate men of all parties. They recognize
clearly the fundamental principle upon which
all are agreed, viz., that the English language
must be efficiently taught in all the Public
Schools of Ontario. They recognize also the
pedagogical axiom that all study and instruc-
tion must be carried on in a language known to
the children. We have, we think, before
pointed out the absurdity of t'he position taken
by some controversialists, in the heat of de-
bate, that English should be made the language
of instruction from the very first. In providing
for the use of a bi-lingual series of readers for
the lower forms, the Department has taken the
course which commends itself to common-sense.
In this way it may be expected that in the
course of two or three years sufficient facility in
the use of English will ordinarily be acquired to
warrant the exclusive use of English during
the remainder of the course.

The regulations provide also for the correc- r
tion of two other evils which seem to have t
grown to considerable dimensions in some of 1

the schools in question, viz., the use of unauth-
orized and, in some instances, seriously objec-
tionable text-books, and the appropriation of a
portion of the regular school hours, in some
schools, for purposes of sectarian instruction.
The inspectors are enjoined to see that the
regulations forbidding these irregularities are
strictly enforced.

Some other special provisions in the regula-
tions can be defended only on the ground of
special necessity. Of such are those providing
for specialized teachers' institutes, similar to
that held a few weeks ago, and double sessions
in the County Model schools. In ordinary cir-
cumstances we should regard it as a first prin-
ciple that Training and Model schools should
be devoted to pedagogical work exclusively. If
the districts in question were able to pay
proper salaries to well-qualified teachers, such
teachers, with a good knowledge of French and
English, would be forthcoming. As it is, the
pittances paid, which are, perhaps, in many
cases, all the poor people are able to pay, are
utterly inadequate to command the services of
such men. The Department is doing, we sup-
pose, the next best thing, in making arrange-
ments for the special training of the more com-
petent of those who are willing to undertake the
work. This is done to some extent by provid-
ing that not only shall the Model schools in
counties in which there is a lack of teachers
competent to teach English, hold two sessions
in the year, but also that these schools shall, in
conjunction with the ordinary professional
course required by the regulations for county
Model schools, give a full literary course in
English in all the subjects prescribed for dis-
trict certificates. The final examination for
certificates is to be conducted in the Enghîsh
language.

Unceasing vigilance on the part of the inspec-
tors and the t)epartment will be needed to see
that the new regulations are carried out in letter
and spirit. Meanwhile, those whose minds are
disturbed with visions of an inundation of the
French language and literature may, perhaps, be
reassured by the letter of a correspondent in
another column.

MATRICULATION STANDARDS.

MANY of Our readers, we dare say, listened to,
or read with some interest the address deliv-
ered by Sir Daniel Wilson, President of the
University of Toronto, at the recent Convoca-
tion, expecting to learn, amongst other things,
his views with reference to the desirability of
accepting the new High School Examinations
in lieupo tanto, of the ordinary Matriculation
Examinations. President Wilson did not indi-
cate his opinions on this particular question.
He did, however, lay down some general prin-
ciples which would accord very well with the
proposed substitution. After referring to the
fact that upwards of fifty candidates had been
rejected at the Matriculation Exaninations of
lie present year, Sir Daniel proceeded as fol-
ows:

"Whether or not this sifting process bas suf-
ficed to exclude every incompetent candidate
will appear ere long in the work of the class-
rooms. But it must never be lost sight of that
a matriculation examination differs essentially
from all later tests for standing or degrees.
What is aitned at is to ascertain how far the
candidate possesses sufficient preliminary train-
ing to enable him to enter successfully on
higher University work. If he bas not, it is
even more in his own interest than in that of
the professors that be be remanded for further
necdful training. But, on the other hand, it is
a wrong, and may inflict a grave injury on a
gifted and diligent young student, to reject hm
on the grounds of his inability to cope with
some minutiæ of a puzzling exarnination paper,
where the general knowledge available for sub
sequent study is sometimes made to give way
to obscure niceties of rhetoric, etymology or the
like inadequate tests."

The reasonableness of these general remarks
is obvious. Whether the severe criticisrn im-
plied in the last sentence touches with keen-
ness and force some of the test-questions fre-
quently found in the matriculation questions set
by the University examiners on this and
former occasions, we need not stay to inquire.
One of the practical questions suggested is
whether the desirable result described cannot
be reached, and the undesirable result avoided,
with greater ease and certainty through the me-
dium of the proposed High School Examina-
tions, than that of any which are likely to be
conducted by examiners, often novices in the
work, annually appointed by the University
Senate. Much will depend, of course, upon
the manner in which the former are conducted,
and the principle upon which the examiners are
selected, but most teachers of experience will,
we think, agree with us that the chances of
reaching the best results are largely in favor of
the High School finals. And, as President Wil-
son added, " too much importance can scarcelv
bc attached to the wise adaptation of matricula-
tion tests to the stage of intellectual develop-
ment of the average matriculant."

ENGLISH IN THE UNIVERSITIES.

THiE reaction that bas happily set in against
the comparative neglect of English literature
proper in our educational institutions of all
classes is making excellent progress. It bas
reached the Universities. Under our systein it
is evident that the matter is very largely in the
hands of the authorities of these higher institu-
tions. The courses in the High schools are
naturally and necessarily shaped, to a very great
extent, by the requirements of the Universities;
and those of the Public schools, in their turn,
by those of the High schools. Hence it is very
gratifying to find that the.authorities of the Uni-
versities are coming to recognize the place and
value of English classics in their curricula as never
before. They are comng to see, too, that the
prime requisite is not so much a study of the
history and growth of English literature or the
biography of authors, or the opinions of literary
critics as to the style and merits of individuals
or schools, or even nice questions of philology,
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though all these have their place and use, as the
'fltelligent reading and appreciation of the litera-
ture itself. The trend ofUniversity opinion in this
direction is well marked in the public addresses
which haveelately been given by the Professors
Of English in two prominent Ontario Univer-
Sities.

Professor Alexander, the first occupant of the
lewly established chair of English in the Uni
versity of Toronto, in bis inaugural address a
week or two since, spoke on this point as follows:
We quote from the Globe report :

"The terni literature, like most others, is am-
biguous in its use, and susceptible of a wider or
of a narrower meaning. Ifwe take it in its widest
Sense-in the sense sanctioned by its etymology
'literature is written thought. Anything written,
provided it is not a mere jumble of words or
letters, but represents some idea, belongs to the
domain of literature. Not merely the stately
ePic, the elabordte philosophical treatise, but the
famriliar letter, the monumental inscription, the
scribbled sentences on Pompeiian walls, form a
Part of the literature of the world. So that we

any find ourselves concerned not only with such
*orks as " The Iliad " or " Lear," but with others

e " Euclid's Elements," or Darwin's " Origin of
Species," whose claim to the title of literature
would be less generally admitted.

" The scientific man reads the " Origin of
Species " mainly to get at the truth it may con-
tain or suggest. The literary student, as such,
Stops short of that ; it is bis peculiar business to
determine what exactly Darwin meant. So it is
that we students of literature are interested in
Il departments of thought and yet stand apart
om and outside of all.
" Two great results which may be expected to
W from all genuine literary training, are first,

?Penness of mind, that is, a readiness to admit
Ideas however strange, and to comprehend and
accept whatever of truth they contain ; secondly,
Uexibility of mind, the capacity to seize a point of
View not our own, to understand other men and
Other times, what, in short, we may call intellec-
tual sympathy.

"Through literature we are able to feel the
indling spiritual presence of the mighty dead.
t is true that but few can thus transmit them-

Selves through the ages ; but these few are among
the greatest spirits of our race. The power of
style in the highest degree is the prerogative of
genius alone. When style, in that highest de-
gree, is present, we are not merely told how the
Writer felt, but his feelings are communicated to
118; not howl he saw, but we are enabled to sec
as he did ; not what manner of man he was, but
we are introduced into bis very pýresence. In the
sphere of studies I know nothing comparable to
this. History and biography tells us about men;
We see them imaged in a more or less perfect
n1edium, but here we feel the tbrill of their emo-
t01nS, the power of their presence. So that not
011ly does literature bring us into contact with
'deas, the higher literature brings us into con-
tact with men, the choice and master spirits of

ages. Here is a society ever open to us, the
best and most desirable we can conceive-the
truest aristocracy of the human race in their
happiest moods, with their wisest and deepest
thouigh on their lips."

Professor Cappon's address on the sanie sub-
Ject at the opening of Queen's University is more
elaborate and lends itself even less readily to the

Purposes of detached quotatiòn. In regard'to
both there is danger of misrepresentation and

consequent injustice in the selection of the pas-

sages which present merely the point of view we

wish to emphasize. In order to counteract any
tendency towards this effect we shall be glad, if

space permit, to quote passages bearing on other

phases of the subject, in a subsequent issue. At

present we can but select a paragraph or two, for

their own intrinsic worth, and for the valuable

pedagogical hints they convey.
After referring to the extravagant notions cur-

rent in some quarters with respect to the quali-

fications needed in the incumbent of the chair of

English Literature, and making some well-merited
strictures upon ProfessorFreeman's idea thatEng-
lish literature should not be taught in Universities
at all, " because it does not deal with facts, but
is a matter of pure taste and opinion, on which
there is no agreement, and again, because, in bis
opinion, it cannot be taught (especially because
it cannot be crammed), and, lastly, because it
cannot be examined upon," Professor Cappon
proceeds, as reported in the Kingston Whig:

"Philology, Mr. Freeman proudly reminds us,
is the study of facts. Very well. 1 would ask,
what kind of facts is philology concerned with ?
What are the materials to which it directs the at-
tention of the student ? As everyone knows,
these materials are the changes which words
undergo during the growth of a language, such
as inflectional decay, vowel gradation, transmu-
tation of consonants, etc. It is certainlv very
interesting, and it is certainly an essential part of
a good education in English to know, for ex-
ample, that the quiescent gh in such words as
brought, thought or taught is all that is left to
remind us of the ancient guttural sound of the h
in the original Anglo-Saxon words. It is inter-
esting, and, for the scholar, profitable to know
that this was one of the many similar changes
due to the dislike of the conquering Normans
for what they considered harsh Teutonic sounds;
it is interesting and profitable to know that the
Scotch, less subject to Norman influences than
the English, preserved the old guttural sound in
their language, and continued to say thocht, brocht
and so forth. More than all, perhaps, it is inter-
esting and profitable to know or to speculate
upon the value of the tendencies thus introduced
into the English language, though, at this level,
I fear we are no longer in that region of pure
facts with which alone MVr. Freeman would have
us deal.

"uAl this I say is interesting and by no means
to be neglected in the equipment of an English
scholar. But I would not have the student
confined to it. I even think it is not advisable
to make this side at all predominant in the edu-
cation of the average student, because it is not
the side of English education which bas any
important bearing on-life, or which will greatly
help the student when he goes forth into the
world to win a place for himself as a business
man, or as a professional man, or simply as a
man of intelligence and culture. It is a well-
known fact, for instance-Mr. Freeman himself
would hardly dispute it-that the philological
knowledge of words contributes little or nothing
to the power of using then. No one ever
thinks of taking the writings of philologists as
models of style. I think we may even go so far
as to say that to turn the student's attention
mainly or altogether to the minute analysis of
words, would not only stunt the growth of bis
ideas, but also his power of expressing them.
For the true method of acquiring a command of
language is by studying not the isolated forms
of words, but words taken in their connection
with the ideas which they express. So that by
concentrating the student's energies on the study

of words taken in themselves, you form a habit
of mind which bas no intimate relation to the
real use of the books he reads, you train him on
a line which leads him neither to a mastery of
ideas, nor to a mastery of expression.

" And what would be the mental condition of
the average student, if during the formative years
of his youth his mind were to be directed mainly
or altogether to the history of vowel shiftings
and the low Latin ancestors of words in Milton?
Could the student so trained be said to have
received an education which, in any sense, was
a preparation, an equipment for life, either in its
higher or lower aspects ? Such a man takes up,
say, Bacon's essays, and bis eye lightens, bis
countenance brightens with the inward glow of
thought, but not at some wise sentence of the
great master, not at some finely eut phrase
which is a revelation of the living powers of
language, but at some obsolete Latin formation
which happens to be embalmed in the sentence.
Surely, gentlemen, we are to test the value of a
study by the value of the mental habit which it
forms ; surely the result of such a one-sided
training would be to form a highly specialized
habit of mind which might very well befit a pro-
fessor of Middle English or philology, but which
can be acquired only at the risk of leaving
uncultivated faculties of perception and judg-
ment in a much more important region. Such
a student bas not been taught the practical use
of language; he bas not been taught anything
of the growth in character and ideas of the na-
tion or race to which he belongs, of the long
struggle its great writers and thinkers have had
to express each for bis age, from the author of
the Beowulf to Robert Browning, its deepest
thoughts about life and its problems. And if
he is ignorant of this past, he has no key to the
present, but is liable to misjudge all the higher
phenomena of life, to be caught with crude
novelties in art and speculation, with theories
that Bacon wrote Shakespeare, or to believe that
the local poet is on a level with Wordsworth or
Byron.

" He bas not even been taught the real use of
books, or to appreciate the end for which they
were written. He bas been accustomed to regard
them mainly as embalming by some happy acci-
dent, interesting examples of vowel shiftings and
obsolete formations."

THE following figure should have appeared at
the head of the Mathematical Department, page
191, but in " making up" the cut was inadvert-
ently left out. We insert it here for reference.

F,

THE two new " labor-saving " books, Practi-
cal Problems in Arithmetic, and One Hundred
Lessons (400 exercises) in English Composition,
are meeting with an extensive sale. Teachers
see at a glance that these little works save a
great deal of time and labor, and nearly every
order asks for both of them. Fifty cents will
secure them, by return of mail, post paid.
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Correspondence. "Suppose the Departmentarranged aprogramme part, of one great English-speaking confederacYsuitable for all schools, then teachers would be- for the result would be the same whether the
comne mere imitators." United States, Britain, or both were given a neWA HEAJ)M-ASTER'S COMPLAIN'. Certainly, if the programme could not be in- name. J. R.ro the Editorofthe EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL: proved it would not be wrong to adopt it ; but a

SIR, -The regulation requiring candidates to teacher who should adopt a programme mercly b-ewrite on the First A and B Examinations in May is cause it vas issued by the Department and not THE INIDUCTIVE METH OD.
a real grievance to headmasters who wish to pro- because it was the best for his school, would not Ta the Editor efthe EDUCATIONA JOURNAL:
ceed to those grades. An assistant teacher can be a credit to his profession. But the teachers of SIR-I have just read your remarks in the lastgenerally secure leave of absence to attend an ex- Ontario display as much originality and as little number of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, uponmnination, and know that not much loss is occa- servility as any class of persons engaged in profes- short letter addressed to you by myself touchiflgsioned to the school by bis absence ; but it is quite ional work, and are in no danger of such an error the so-called "vigorous discussion " on the "in-different in the case of a headmaster. as Educator' supposes. Fie gives us a definition ductive method " of teaching grammar.The writer is acquainted with several head mas- of himself, so to speak. He tells us, "Ail true I objected, and do still object, to this treatmentters of large Public schools who would read for educators are earnest, independent thinkers, and of the subject of grammar, not only as a misapPli~Grades A and B if the examinations could be enthusiastic workers." It is but courtesy to pre- cation of method, but also on the score of wasti%taken during vacation. Doubtless there are many sume that lie is a " true" educator. Does he then time and so of rendering the study of grammarsuch. fear he might lose bis independence of thought itself an irksome drudgery. Believing that therIt is clearly the duty of the Department to use should a Departnental programme be issued ? Or w'as a misapplication of method in the case Ofevery possible means to encourage teachers to rise w'ould he nobly stand while others yielded ? " If a grammar, and indeed of other branches of studyillin their profession, and surely some scheme can be teacher can modify a programme arranged by the our High schools, I requested you to apply yourdevised whereby this obstacle in the way of their Department, can he not as easily form one of bis niethod to certain specific topics in which failureprogress may be removed. own better suited to . . . his school ?" he asks or success would be signal.I think the question of sufficient importance to again. If " Educator " had ever tried to arrange a In answer to my' inquiry, you have been pleasedclaim the immediate attention of the Department. programme for a rural school under the present to indulge in irrelevant remarks, as for example'I am, yours truly, course of study, he would not have asked this the time at which it would be proper to have a boy

HEADMASTER. question. commit to inemorv, the rules for the gender of theHe protests against striking off an>' subjects third declension in Latin, and to wbat extent th
PUBLIC SCHOOL COURSES. fron the course, and tells us that " the aim of our rules should be learned, and so forth. Now, I did 'TBI tDCAIOAL OUR .:present system is to place thîe ungraded schools on not ask you to give me your opinions on theseTo t/te Editor ote EDUCATIONAi JOURNAL : the same footing as the city schools.' That is to matters ; what I did ask you to do w'as to apPlySIR, A Not unfriendly critic, in the edition of say the epartment, b> requiring the rural schools the " Inductive method,' inter alia, to the learvthe JOURNAI. of Sept. 16th, considers some of the to'conform to the course for city schools, expects ing of the rules for the gender of Latin nouns O

statements in my letter regarding the programme one teacher to teach as nany subjects and almost the third declension. This you have fot donc.for Public Schools as "l slightly erroneous." I am as many classes as the dozen or more teathers in Wh i fot ? Either 'ou could lot, or Would n Otglad the fault is no greater ; and if the subject the Wellesley, Dufferin or Rerson schoo s in To- Choose which alternative you wl . Neither o.-were not of such importance a reply would be un- ronto have to teach - and -xpects the country -orths of our reputation as a candid man, acalled for. As it is, " Educator bas flot sup- pupil, whose attendance, after le reaches the Third scholar, and an educationist. Yot tela us that theIorted bis objections to my letter with that ssound class, extends over from three to six months a year, inductive method is applicable "in the study of thereasonng and common sense of which le speaks. to keep abreast of the city pupil with all his city syntax of the collective noun in English." He tOf the time spent by a pupil in school under a advantages. agan, nstead of applying the inductive method tinod tea er, the iost saluable part te that spent That those wlio manage the educational affairs of the case in hand, you endeavor to escape from thein class," is the irst stateeot of mine frin which the Province aim to iake the system of Ontario the hard task set you, and think that you have do1,lie dissents; and le fears that, cithotit comment, best possible, none butchromicgrumblers doubt ; but enough Wvhen you have scolded Lennie ethis statement woud iead some teachers to nglect they have before this demonstrated their fallibility ; strangely enough, you state in the same paralappdesk-work. I entertain no such fear ; but IEdu and, in the present case, expect more of the coun- that " the same (!) rule may be elicited from afcators"I comînents. except the last one, are, in the try teacher and country pupil than either cao pro pupil of average intelligence, by the exainratioilmain, good, and fully supply any defect in mine. perly perform. JOHN WALIS. aew u imple sentences." The herereferredto"In class a pupil cannot use the knowledge im- is the rule laid down by Lennie wrong, apptparted to him by the teacher, and, therefore, must is as be g laid down by Lennie ; but unexce puse it at his desk," he says. What, in " Educa- THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. e.ntly, ben laid on Leie;b u c
tors' opinion, should the pupils do in class ? Is it To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. tences by a pupl ofaverage ability You furtherpossible ie womld have then listen only hile the SIR. Would not a few minutes' study of the fol- say that " few mental processes are easier," andteacher imparts a stock of knoaledge to be used owing figures allay the fears of those slaves of a " the process itself is educative beyond comparisOnonl at the desk? Is the mental ineal to e swa- mistaken zeal Who have become alarmed because a with (?) the memorizing of a rule laid down bylowed wbole? Is nothinge to be drapn from the few landren in the counties of Prescott and Rus- somte [not all, of course] grammarian." Professofpupils' previous knowledg to wle applied in de- sdI, and in the Province of Manitoba, are being Bam, also a great man, but not quite so bumptiUs'ducing s nee principles ad knowledge ? made acquainted with the lower branches of the remarks, "They [collective nouns] occasion dif,He considers that, as the pupil can use the n tree of knowledge i0 their mnother tongue ? Two culties mn syntax." Dr. Abbott and other graiimportant as class-w ork. s as centuries ago, when Bacon, Shakespeare and Mil mnarians have found the sane difficulty. But, the"IUnder bis mnethod of conducting a recitation it ton wrote, the English 'language was spoken by benighted men, theylhad not the advantages whicbmnight be. Properly conducted, the class-wiork only five or six millions of people. Even one cen- the " Inductive Method " now confers upon "an>arouses all them er c al'lcted ntoe clacti k btury ago it was the language of only fifteen millions, pupil of average intelligence," who examines a fe'arouses aIl the mental powers called into action by while at the same period German was spoken by simple sentences, and heigh, presto ! the thing ithe lesson ; it directs, stianunates and animates all forty millions, and French by thirty millions. At done. Perhaps, however, it is only the " pupil ogond desk-work: and in proportion to the excel- the present time German is the language of sixty average intelligence " that finds no difficultislence of the classwork is the benefit of the desk- millions and French of forty millions, while the Master Robert Shallow never flnds difficulties.work. As I pointed ont in m former letter, the English language is hov spoken by about a hun- Here are a few examples for your average puPlorer classes especially ned lass-work : and the dred and ten millions, or several millions more than to try his inductive method upon, to examine, andrural schools contain proportionately fet is o the those speaking German and French. It is spoken to "elicit" therefromn bis rule. Let him say ihigher classes. It does fot seem to bave occurred b> thirty-eight millions im the British Isles, sixty each case why the given verb is singular or plural'to "Educator" that unless the teacher can get millions in the United States, four millions im Can- " The jury were kept without food." " The juŠtime to stpervise the ork donc at e desks, it ada, fotur millions in Australia, two in the West was in its room." " The Parliament is dissolved-wil do litte good, and i nan een do harm, leading Indies, and ruore than a million in India. "How are the Parliament to be awakened fro0Hi carextss cicm ats notbemrk.The spread of the English tongue is the inost re- that dust in which they repose ?" Eaclh of the preHis next critiism is not better spported, and is narkabl event in the world's history. It is met ceding bas the approval of a grammarian.fot so fair. He substitutes for the word course" ith im every accessible part of the world. Last The next case to vhich you were asked to apPlythe word "subject," oich se mnay, perhaps. con- fatl, when Nansen, the explorer, arrived at Godhaab your ' Inductive Method " was in distinguishi0lsider synonymous. "Does it matter," lie asks, on the vest coast of Greenland, the first question metaphor from allegory.

ehow long it may require a ppil to co plete a asked him vas, " Can you talk English ? " The Here, as in the other cases, you fail to applysubjeet ?" Surely tne Department in aying do n number of Englisb-speaking people im Paris is al- your method, and content yourself with speculato%a course t sttdy in Hstory and Geography ex- most incredible ; indeed the saine may be said of as to the way in which I would point out the differ-peats that the pupil who spends an average tit e in every large European city. Perhaps the mnost ence between them, and with contrasting 01>attendance at snhool, should coiplete it with hoticeable fact is that at the recent conference method ivith that of a certain educator, at wholnproper teaching and stud> ; and to both pupil and held in Berlin for the settlement of the Sanoan am credited with a disposition to sneer.parent, where the tine at sehool m mst bp limted, affais the English language was adopted as the Vou surely mnust have been hard pressed wbeit does atter how long it takes to conpete the official mnetbod of communication. This is the first you were thus driven aw ay fron the task set, wh'course. Why does the course of stsdy prescribe instance of the kind, but it certainly will lot be the was, not how I taught the difference between thethat the History taught the fourth class is to be last. No artificial Volapuk is at all necessary, as figures of speech specified, nor hov your educatodOuUines of English and Canadian Histor>" if it Anglo-Saxon will be the umiversal -tongue. And might proceed in the case, but to show the dierdoes not matter hether the pupils learo more our frends, the American politicians, may become ence between themn, and that, too, by the "Indci'than the reig of a single sovereign ? But it is reconciîed to the inevitable fact that they will tive Method." It would be quite as relevant to teneedless to say more on this point. eventually only form part, but it may be the larger me that your "educator " had a red nose, loved



gaod dinner, and was born at two o'clock in the
afternoon, as to wander away from the subject as
you have done ; still, it may have been all that
your method enabled you to do. To tell you the
truth, I doubt very much whether your educator is
able to point out the difference between metaphor
and allegory, with all his inductive foolery. What
is needed here is keen analysis, and not the thrust-
ing in one's face of the ostentatious vanity of in-
duction.

My object here is not to decry the " Inductive
Method " in its own place, but to show the egre-
gious folly of hollow form without any life or
power. More than this, I have invariably found
great sticklers for method great wasters of time,
and mere creatures of routine. Give me a man
with a head, with life, and I will answer for the re-
sults.

Let me say, in conclusion, that I hope nothing
in my letter is incompatible with the respect justly
due to you as a man of high scholastic attainments,
nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri. I like
to proceed in examining every subject with the
torch of self-evidence in my hand, and, therefore, I
cannot consistently object to criticism, so long as
criticisn gives reasons.

Yours very respectfully,
N. R.

POLITENESS is to do and say
The kindest thing in the kindest way.

Mathematics.

All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 20th of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

TRISECTION OF AN ANGLE.

BENSON'S RULE.-Take a circle whose centre is
A, at the middle point B of the radius AC erect a
perpendicular BH, tutfing the circumference in H ;
through H draw the line EH parallel to the diame-
ter DC, and meeting the tangent DE at E ; let
ODC be the angle to be trisected ; lay off the line
11equal o EF; join I to the centre A ; then arc

MC will be ' of OC, and MDC will be y' of the
given angle ODC.

We will prove this is not the case when ODC
equals 4f. In this case OC=9go, and AG is per-
pendicular to GI. Since EDF=45°=EFD, EF=
ED = H B= H I. Suppose AH, the radius =2, then
AB=i and HB=AG= / = In triangle

AGI, AG= GI=-GH+HI=AB + BH = i +

/3 then AI= 3++2/3+3 57+2/ =

3.23482, AG= /3= 1.73205. AI : AG Sin

GIA, or 3.23482 : 1.73205 : Sin GIA, and GIA
=IAC=MAC.

1.73205
So Sin MC- .53543=natural sine of

3.23482

320 22'. But Mc should be 30°, to be the third of
OC=9o. Hence Benson's 'rule gives an incor-
rect answer.

Mr. Benson also claims to have solved the
quadrature of the circle and from that the duplica-
tion of the cube. He says the ratio of the circum-
ference to the diameter is exactly 3, and not
3.1416+. This is also wrong, because the perime-
ter of a regular hexagon is 6 radii or 3 diameters,
and the circumference is greater than the perimeter
of the hexagon.

This is simply another instance in which the hu-
man mind has come under a remarkable delusion
as to the problems of the duplication of the cube,
the quadrature of a circle, and the trisection of an
angle, which have been for many centuries pro-
nounced insoluble.

Prof. Benson says he has published a course of
Mathematics on this basis, which basis I have
shown above to be erroneous. He bas persisted
in these claims for about thirty years, presenting
them, he says, in every part of the world, and of-
fered a large reward for a proof that he is mis-
taken. I hope he will remit the reward to S. T.

.PENDLETON, Richmond, Va.
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ENTRANCE ARITHMETIC, JULY, 1889. MR. W. S. HOWELL, of Sombra, gave a solution

SOLUTIONS by E. RICHMOND, Marnoch, Ont.: of this problem in the Dec. number of 1887. He
. 3 2sends us a new and improved solution, which runs

I. lbs. wheat make 2 lbs. flour. thus :-In everyright-angled triangle B2= H2 _ P'.
6o lbs or i bus. wheat make § of 6o lbs., or Let H - P=d, .'. B2=2Pd -d", or B 2÷d=2P-d

40 lbs. flour. i.e., B ÷d =P+ H. For instance, with 12 as base

343 bus. wheat make 40 lbs. x 433 lbs. flour. we derive in integers 20, 15, 25 ; 20, 21, 29 ; 20, 48,
40 lbs. X 343 52 ; 20, 99, ioo; and in fractional numbers we get

9 =70 bbls. flour. 20, 199½, 200, etc. The application of the formula
196 lbs- seems a little obscure.

2. 8/ j of $597.50=$37.80 Int. for i yr. W.A.M., Watford, sends the following:-"The
2days2 yrs. product of four consecutive numbers is 73440 ; find

them." This has been solved several times be-
$37.80X2-=$î 17.11 total Int. fore, but as it is often sent we repeat the solution

3. At the end Of 7 hrs A bas gone 28 mis. and from Feb., 1888 : 73440=2 X 3 X 5 X 17. Thus 17
B 21 mls. or they are (28 MlS. - 21 mls.) or 7 mls. or some multiple of 17 must be one of the consecu-
apart, and if A walks back he will walk 4 of the tive numbers, and we easily arrange the factors
seven miles, while B walks 3 mIs., or altogether B 15 x 16 x 17 X 18, the only combination possible.
walks (21+3) or 24 miles. One correspondent says, " You complain that

4. 5280 ft.= i Ml. teachers do not respond sufficiently to your re-
Circum. of wheel=5280 ft.÷36o or i4ï ft. quests for solutions to the problems given in the

JOURNAL." This is a mistake; we receive a large
. iameter=l of 4 ft. or 4Î ft. number of solutions where only one can be printed,

5. 10%=? .«. jå=pop. at end of ist yr. and we do not always consume space in giving the
I x or j " " " 2nd " names of all who send solutions. This friend

S or e " 3rd kindly adds, " I am sure it cannot be that teachers
do not sufficiently appreciate your work. The

.. håb of 1000 or 133I0=population- work you give us is well laid out, and is as interest-
6. 1 inch represents 8 miles. ing as possible." Our aim is to make this column

is inches represents ioi miles, useful to working teachers, and we constantly re-
and 1 " " 9 " quest them to keep us well posted in regard to their

or the township is ioi mis. by 9 mIs., special wants.
which is equivalent to 94½ sq. mIs. MR. J. MALCOLM sends a clever discussion of
640 ac. x 94½=60480 ac. in township. No. 67, which is held over till the necessary dia-

64o c. 94 = 648oac.in twnsip.gram can be obtamned.
7. The use of $35 for 3½ yrs. or 40 mons is $7. g

$I " " 40 l $1 MR. J. B. REYNOLDS, Enfield, has solved most
$1 4 $ of the questions in Oct. number ; R.G.L., Binford,

$8750 " " i " ' of asks for a solution of one of the 3rd class ques-
$8750. or $43.75. tions, which he thinks contains insufficient data.

8. 7 mile=1320 ft. iength of sidewalk. MR. F. A. BARTLETT, Tweed, solved three of
Length and breadth (8 ft.)= 1056o sq. ft. if the problems iN last issue.

the walk were i inch thick or 21120 sq. ft. when 2 DOMINIE sends No. 79. What wil be the pro-
inches. The scantling are each 1320 ft. long, and ceeds of a note, face value $5o, due in three
if placed side by side are equal to four inch boards months, bearing int. @ 6%, discounted 15 days from

each i ft. wide or 5280 sq. ft. Total number of the date of maturity @ 4% ?
feet of lumber =264oo at $17 per thousand equals J.B.R., Enfield, proposes No. 8o:-If a2 +b 2 =
$448.80. c2 , prove that abc is a multiple of 6o.

9. By adding the amounts vertically and hori- SAx adds No. 8
zontally and then adding the results, the result is
$117141. . 91

PROBLEM.-To find sets of whole numbers which n terms.
represent the sides ofright-angled triangles. And No. 82 : Find the present value of an an-

NOTE.-This problem was discussed in previous nuitY Of $154, which bas 19 years toron C 5 com-
numbers, see June and Oct., 1887, and Feb., 1888. pound interest.
The following solution is taken from Prof. Dupuis'
Synthetic Geonetey, to which we recently referred
in this colums.u of + -- n, t

n terms.jernon

This problem is solved by any three numbers,
x, y and z, that satisfy the condition x 2

=y 2 +z .
Let m and n denote any two numbers. Then
snce

(m2 +n 2 ) 2 =(m 2  ne2 )+2mn)2 is identically true,
the problem will be satisfied by the numbers de-
noted by m+n, m2 -n 2 and 2 mn. We may by
giving m and n any values construct the follow-
ing table, which can be extended ai pleasure

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5 10 15 26 37 50 65 82 101
1 3 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

4 8 17 24 35 48 63 80 99

13 20 29 40 53 68 85 104
2 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

5 12 21 32 45 6o 77 96

25 34 45 58 73 90 109
3 24 30 36 42 48 54 6o

7 16 27 40 55 72 91

41 52 65 80 97 116
4 9 48 56 64 72 80

40 20 33 48 65 84

6. 74 89 106 125
5 6o 70 80 90 100

I6 24 39 56 75

TRUE HEROISM.
A STORY FOR REPRODUCTION BY PUPIIS.

THERE are heroes among the pupils. Here is
an instance among many that night be written :

Two boys were in a school-room alone together,
and exploded soine fireworks contrary to the mas-
ters express prohibition. The one boy denied it.
The other, Ben Christie, would neither admit nor
deny it, and was severely flogged for his obstinacy.
When the boys got alone agamn-

" Why didn't you deny it ?" asked the real of-
fender.

" Because there were only we two, and one of us
must have lied," said Ben.

"Then why not say I did it ?"
"Because you said you didn't, and I would spare

the liar."
The boy's heart melted. Ben's moral gallantry

subdued him. When school re-assembled the
young culprit marched up to the master's desk, and
said :

" Please, sir, I can't bear to be a lIar-1 let off
the squibs." And he burst into tears.

The master's eyes glistened on the self-accuser,
and the undeserved punishment he had inflicted on
the other boy smote his conscience. Before the
whole school, hand in hand with the culprit, as if
he and the other boy were joined in the confession,
the master walked up to where young Christie sat,
and said, aloud :

r etay-ifzternoon.
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"Ben, Ben, lad-he and I beg your pardon. We AFTERNOON SESSION. pointing out that children, when they first cone intare both to blame." Mr. C. M. French, of Renfrew, then took up the hands of the teacher, have language, good o
The school w'as hushed and stili, as other schiools "Literýture" to a fourth class, selecting for the bad, as home influences decide. The first thinîare apt to be when something true and noble is lesson " The Landing ofthe Pilgrims." Mr. French the teacher as to do is to make children talk ; thenbeing done-so still that they might have heard advised getting the theme and scope of the whole to tnake them talk properly. As they go on, givBen'à big boy-tears dropping on bis book, as lie sat lesson before proceeding to detailed analysis. After them new terms. Object lessons gve one opporenjoying the moral triumph which subdued himself the explanation who the pilgrims were, had been tunity of teaching them new ters. Other meanas well as all the rest. And when, from want of given, he deait with the force and value of descrip are, to make them write sentences on the board bsomething else to say, he gently cried, " Master tive epithet, the selection of poetic terns, and the asking a question requiring a corresponding ansforever !" the loud shout of the scholars filled the supplying of synonyms to develop the critical and wer, or by requiring them to describ a picture, told man's eyes with something behind his spec- selective faculty. He then collated, or caued the recast a sentence, etc. A valuable exercise is thtacles which made him wipe them before he sat children to collate, the results of the examination in writing of sentences for different uses, interrogativedown again. such a way as to present to their minds as vivid a assertive, etc., and of different forms, simple, comnpicture as possible of tbe subject of the poem. plex, etc. Then the pupils are to proceed to thtEducational ~ Mr. W. Mott questioned the use of transpsition fpor at ofargraps fterwhich the matter ieetings. in the teaching of literature. Mr. T. C. Smith in their own hands.- approved of it as likely to lead to a fuller compre- In the afternoon of the second day came the reDURHAM TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. hension of the thought. ports of Messrs. Lapp and Campbell, the delegateKindergarten Songs-Miss Lester, of the Arn- to the Provincial Teachers' Association. Mr. LapTHE annual meeting of this Association was held prior Public school, next put a large class of chil- not being present, his report was read and presenteat Bowmanville, on the ioth and i ith ult. In the dren through the Kindergarten song-drill ; and the by Mr. Corbett. Mr. Campbell, in presentinghiabsence of a fuller report of proceedings we take the excellent way in which the littie ones responded to report, said that unless conventions resote fromfollowing from the Bowmanville Sun : er, illustrating with corresponding motions the Toronto sent a full force of representatives, the con-Many interesting. lectures were given-those of sentiments of the various songs, was admirable, and trol of the Association would be, as it was nowMrs. Hughes and Messrs. Boyle and Cringan, of reflects great credit upon their energetic teacher. monopolized by a few teachers around Toronto.Toronto, specially engaging the attention of the Mr. T. C. Smith, of Renfrew, followed with a An important fature of the meeting was theAssociation, while the discussion of the several sub- paper on English Grammar. Mr. Smith frst dis- deliverv of Dr. McLelan's lecture on Thejects introduced by Messrs. Philp, Purslow, Lee, cussed the usual definitions of grammar, and con- Training of the Language Powers,' of which a fu lFenwick and Tilley could not fail to be of great cluded that they were generally too comprehensive. and appreciative report is given by Mr. Barchay, thevalue to the teachers. As a result ofthe discussion In dealing with this subject he looked at it from two reporter of the Convention. Dr. McLelan also de-of the subjects presented by Messrs. Lee and Crin- points of view, the Etymological and the Logical. livered a public lecture in the evening on "Englisgan, the following resolutions were unanimously Under the Etymological he considered the different Literature its Value in Education."carried: classes of words and their functions. Under thei. That in the opinion of the teachers of Durham Logical he treated the sentence and its various ele-the book at present authorized as a Públic School ments, necessary, subordinate and independent. CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS HAYHistory is whollyunsuitable forthepurpose for which He then showed that language was so classified as FEVER.it was intended, in language, method, style, arrange- the result of the laws of mental activity, which lawsment and compass ; and that we request the Minis- result in our having in the first stage, nouns, verbs SUFERER are not generally aware that these dReasE ster of Education to withdraw it from the list of text adjectives, adverbs, etc.. and in the next stage the enor that they are due th the presence ofbooks. various kinds of propositions. Proceeding, he dealt are coniagious, or that t e rde o the prsen2. That in view ofthe adaptability ofthe tonic sol- with inflections as resulting from the necessity of living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose andfa system of musical notation to the requirements expressng relations. He wound up his treatment proved this to be a fact, and the result is that a simpleof both pupils and teachers in our Public schools, it of the subject proper with a brief but excellent remedy has been formulated whereby catarrh, casarrhalbe resolved :-That in the opinion of this Associa- résume of the history of English Gramnmar. deafness and hay fever are permat enly cured in from onetion it is highly desirable that the tonic sol-fa sys- The work of the first day ended with the election to three simple applications made at home by the patienttem be placed on an equal footing with the common of officers. Mr. T. C. Smith, Renfrew, was elected once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal dichargesstaff system ; and that in order to secure this, the President for the ensuing year, Mr. Lapp, of Pem- peculiar to females (whites) this remedy is a speciic. AMnister of Education be requested to authorise the broke, Vice-President, and Mr. Campbell, of Arn- pamphlet explaining this new trealment is sent on receiptseries of text-books known as " The Canadian Music prior, was re-elected Secretary-Treasurer. of ten cents by A. H. Dixon & Son, 303 West King SttCourse." The morning session of Friday opened with Mr. Toronto, Canada.-Scintific American.It vas thought desirable to bring the County A.i Wm. Mott's " Grammar to a class of Beginners."sociation into closer connection with the Provincial Mr. Mott defned the object of grammar to be "to Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully readbody, and Messrs. Keith and Wood were appointed speak well and clearly." What is necessary for the above.delegates, their expenses beng paid out of the funds speech ? First, something to talk about, and thenmn the Treasurers hands. something to say about it. Thus, beginning with NOTICE TO TEACHERS.The officers-elect for 18 8 9-9o are as follows : the simple elements of the sentence and filling upPresident, R. A. Lee ; Ist Vice-President, R. D. as w-as necessary, he brought the class to realizeDavidson; 2nd Vice-President, M. M. Fenwick; that when they have combined words to express A Teacher required for the proposed Union School,Secretary, Miss Haliday ; Treasurer, J. Gilfillan.- clearly a thought, they have the sentence. MooFe Jaw. Must b a Universiy Graduate. Apply ,oBowmanvi/ie Sun. Mr. Mott, having dismissed the class, set for

answer ordiscussion several questions,such as, ' Isit WM. GRAYSON, Sec.- Treas.
better to introduce modifiers of the subject or predi-

RENFREW TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. cate first ?" "Would you introduce the technical CYCLOSTYLE DUPLICATING APPARATUSCONENSED fromMrBarc's ROrTI m terms of thehes a first, or merely have the pupils For Duffica tig Writin', Tyieivriting, I rawing or Music.
CONDENSED fromn Mr. Barclay's Report mn the understand their relations ? " etc. ' Two ihousand exact copies front one wr-iîing.- each copy havingArnprior Chronic/: Mr. J. C. Hardie, of Pembroke, followed, takin asl the appeaance of an original. Simpe, reliabe, economicalgrapid, cdean and durable. Endors d bY 3,000 1îrmoý, corpoiations
The meeting of the Teachers' Association of the for his subject " Periods of Growth of Englis r a and institutions nhroughout ate Dominion. invaluable t teachersCounty of Renfrew was held this year in Arnprior He treated it under the four periods of Old Englis1 for reporis, circular s exaination papers, copying Music, map,on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 26th and 27th. Early English, Middle English, and Modern Eng- dra ngsand Scoasical am atirieftrrcuaOand atesio ahePRESIDEý,NT'S ADDR ESS. lish, giving dates and characteristics in grammar Cyc1etyle machine purchased give entire satisfaction.

MrPMoe vea sgesti aand Vocabulary of each period. He then discussed I. B Beveridge, Prin. Public Schoil, Point Edward, writes-Mr. McDowell gaan e a very suggestive address on the difference betw-een an analvtic and a synthetic cCyclcstyle received gives tvery satisfaction-it works like athe position and duties ofthe teacher. He potited language, using in illustration the Old Engiish CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 KING ST. EAST, TORONTO.
out the improvement that had taken place in the article, definite form of the adjective and noun;teacher's position of recent years, and showed that also comparing French and German tense-forms 

A ou wilithe importance of is duties and his fitness generally with English. He next went on to show that the save mounefor performing thcm, had raised teaching to the rank forms of the Midland diaect prevailed over tAe A E Ee, moYl-of a learned profession. Pedagogy, he said, was Norther and Southe n () because t e district in R A F R E E 'U.°mndeed the highest of the professions, on account of which the language ras spoken was larger than M Patep siOtsdrcbergon th eeomn ftehl vagaewssoe a agrta SOKL iS NESTCatarrh or
its direct bearing on the development of the child, either of the other two and the population much Ty using
and cunsequently ofthe character ofthe man in the greater ; (2) because the Midland was, in a man- our remedy. Sent to any address free of charge nn receip o price.various relations oflife, social, political and religious. ner, a compromise - between the Northern and Address, Remedy Co., 170 King Street West, Toronto.How necessary was i, then, that the teacher shoud S outern dialects, and (3) supremely, because it was -Wraînhneomhiy -augh-fit himself for bis nost responsible duties. How the dialect in which Chaucer wrote the Canterbury HORTHAND ; mail orpersonaiaycould hie best fufil these duties? By developing Tales. a. 

fur ceure.. Oswtrt..
ail bis faculties, bodily and mental, by strivîng to- The next paper was a study of the Trial Scene inwards an ideal manhood, and by using every influ- " The Merchant of Venice." The paper was not a EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have ail their book wantsence in his power for gond. Mr. McDoweli con- minute rhetorical analysis of the scene, but an at- promptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and atcluded a aable address by giving soe good practi- tempt to indicate the kind of thought that should reasonable terms, by addressingcal advice as to how a teacher should conduct him- guide the teacher at least, even if not the pupil, in Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.self in bis dealings with the world around him, both deaiing with literature of this high order. (SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)
for bis own interests and for the interests of those The last paper of the morning session was Mr. Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teacherscommitted to bis charge. Yeo's paper on Composition. Mr. Yeo began by and Students, maded or expressed daily.
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NEW and CHEAP LITTLE B00K8 " RACTICAL
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books and - IN -- 'J
School Supplies recently issued with the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL. In it will be found a large list of books for A .E?: I '1 Il ] EJ r r -a sistance or recreation especially valuable to the teacher.
We select the following from the list:-

.* -BOO-1s- -. FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

For Clubbing with " Educational Journal."
To Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL we will 'ET, OT A

give the following special list of books at the low prices
named --

LittIe Pe ple's Speaker, îoo pages, attractively bound,
well filled with motion songs, concert, holiday, temperance and
Patriotie pieces, suited to every occasion in which the little folks
are called upon to take pair. Paper, i5e.

Littie Peopie's Dialogues, 20 pages, haudsome ever.
This book is specially prepared for children's r citations, by Clara
L De,,ton. It is adapted to the most varie-d kinds of entertain.
ments and exhibitions. Paper, 25c.

Ruint erons Dialogues and Dramas. handsome cover.
Contans a great variety of specially prepared selections, humorous,%ithout beimg coarse. Paper, 25c.

Sunday School and Church Entertainments, hand-
some cover, contains dialogues, tableaux, recitations, concert
Pieces, motion song , and short dramas, illustrating Biblical truths.
Paper, I 5c.

Tableaux, Charades and Pantomimes. A first-class
Collection for various entertainments. Paper, 25c.

Jokes. A ejllection of the brightest, funniest and most catch-
giokes of theday. 15o pages; attractive cover. Paper, 25c.
Popular Synonyms. Twenty-five thousand words in ordi-nary use; accurate, elegant. cheap. Flexible cloth cover, 15c.
Words Correotly Spoken. A wark valuable to all who

esire accuracy oflanguage. Cloth, 15c.

-VIe folowing special list will be found
attractive :

Wilford's Original Dialogues and Speechea forYoung Folks - Being by far the most complete of its kind everbeenued. This work supplies that palpable need, which bas so longbeen evident in books of this class, that of Dialogues and SOetchesaapted to the natures of childrcn. This work contains 19 original
tiOgues anda5 Speeches, especialy adapted for children be-ee the ages oi5 and 12 years. i6o pages. Paper cover, price

Ritter's Book Of Mook Trials.-An entirely novel idea.The trials are ve, y srmsing take-offs of actual scenes lu court and
dail : life:; contaisng sisteen co:plete îrials-adaped to perform-ance by amateurs or professiona's. Paper cover, price 25c.

DOWtOnS Complete Debater.-Containing nine completeDeliates, Outlies of I3ebates, sud îoB> questions for Debate. The
niost perfect work of its kind pub ihedq and especially sdpted te
Literary and Debating S cieties. No person should be without

"igreat lilerary work. We are sure that those who purchase
Copies will declare it well worth ten times the amount spent. Con-taling over 2oo pages. Boards, price 50 ets.

Beale's Caliathenies & Light Gymnastios for'oUng Folks.-io Illustrations froma Life by Photographicrocess. Containing Broom and Fan Drills, Marche-, Fene ngClub, Wand and Dum Bell Exercises, Swimming and Music forfiiarehing. This is the mosr complete work published on the sýub-
iSCt. 1 6o pages. Boards, 75 cts.

uardett's Dutch Dialeot Reoitations and Read.lge.--This collection of amusing and laughable recitations em-laces all the newest and most successful pieces. original and se-ected, with which the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, in-variably " brings down the bouse." Containing 94 original sudstlected gems of Humorous German dialeet pieces in prose and
Poetry. z6mo, x

6
o pages. Price, paper 25 cts n

13rudder Garduer's Stump Speeches and Comioeotures.-Containing the best bits ofthe le. ding N deln.tors ofthe present day, comprising the most amusing ard side-
ittg contribution of oratoriea! effusions wh ch bave ever been

duced to the public. The nevest ard best bok f Ne
ties pubd 16v pages. Bound in illuminated paper orPce 25cts.

Sent post-paid on recèipt of Price,
Address •

GRIP PRIN TING & PUBLISING CO.
26 & 28 Front St. West, Toronto.

iOME STUDY. LATIN and GREEK at sight. Use
ao e the IItelinearClassiCs. " Sample page andt-talogue of Scbt.ol Books free. C. DESILVER & SONS, No. L. L.

"02 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

.-. SEND
AT STNFOR

GENTSCIRCULAR\
Address TARBOX BROS., Toronto, Ont.

'EACHERS WANTED--To canvass for Dr. Gunn's NRw and
e. I.mproved Handbook on Anatomy, Hygiene and Dometi

to tlcine. This is a large work Of 700 pages. Part I. is devoted
Iv E sru ture of the body, " How do we Live ?' " What Shall

y?" etc. Part, Il. treats on a great many diseases, theirPtoms aud remedies. Dr. Gunn's me wil almos seld it. WeRve iberai ternis to cauvassers. Send for Circulars. tAddress, J.
nie.n G Co., 42 Vonge Street Arcade, Toronto, Ont. Pleaseths paper.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains neakly 70 )
Practical Problems in Arihmetic for the three lowest forms, and
will supply ihe teacher with questions at once iuteresting and
userul. The p obles are properly graded for the separate classes,
and an, wers are given in the appendix.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINCCOURSE,
Authorized by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,

No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
hNo. 4--OBJ ECT DR AWING,

Board and Linen Covers-Price, post-paid, Only 25 ets. No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIG
These books are all uniform in size and sty'e, and constitute

complete uniform series. The sain plan is fol wedthr h
G p t and P il-the Text, the Problems, and opposite the Probhermui theGn <ase, the Exercises based upon themn. The illustration is upou t

PU»&MSHERS, same page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in every casis a spaceforthe student's work. Each copy, theefore, is aco
8TorSt ttW.Tplete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawmug Book as weil, t28 Front Street West, oronto. paperon which the books are printed being first-class drawing pape

The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purcha
snd take care of a draw ing book alsix Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and

COMMERCIAL EDUCATIONh nl° b°°ks°"''''"°c" '°'°d by the DepartmenCOMMERCIAL EDUCATION. ~Therefoe, ifthe student buysthe full seris he wii have a umo
sd to ied sertie, c0trerigg t1k mAc/e subiectso f the exae

natis, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the be
authorities in these subjects in this country, and recently Master

RE-OPENING 0F THE the School of Art.
.Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, andCA4NADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERSIT.Y AND -uthoried..The examinations lu High School Drawing will be set from t

SHORTHAND INSTITUTE autho °°ed books.
PRICE, ONLY 15C. PER 800K.MOND»AY. SEPTEMBER andI, 89.

The largest snd most practica Business College lu Canada-
nerl 40 uis lasschDolyesr. gfflWrite for Circulais.

Address,C NADIAN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY Public Lib- Ta1
raty Building, Toronto. lI'HOMAsBENGOUGH, President. CHAS
H. BRooKS, Secretary and Manager. PU ULISI49EN, VORONTO.

.EST _ nteStainmEts, OExibitions,
ftrO IÇS Amusement, and insttruetion.

THE ELOCUTIONIST'S ANNUAL. HIUMOROUS DIALOGUES AND
Number 17 just out. Also enlarged editions of D>RAMAS. Replete in the most amusingNumbers 1, 2, and 3 . each containing forty pages characters and laughable situations.
ofnew selections. The obest series of sptakers Board binding, .50 Paper, . . .. . .30puhished. No une sbould lie witbouî ai the
numbers. CLASSIC DIALOGUES AND DRA-

MAS. Selected fromt the works of the bestClotb biudiug, each, So Psper, . .30 dramatists.
BEST THINGS FROM REST AU- Board binding, .50 Paper . .. . . .. 30THORS. Fivevolumes. Each volume contains HOLIDAY ENTERTAINMENTSthreenuubersofTRuELocuTIOn sT-SANNUAL . dapted not onîy to the Cbrsrmas Holidays,in the order of their issue. btas airOcsn

Ctotb binding, cadi.......... .. .. .. o Fbutbs tf Jul>', T asv' Decoration Day,
's•e•el .. 5.00 Board binding, .50 Paper.........

CHILD'S OWN SPEAKER. For chil- SUNDAY-SOHOOL AND CHURdren of five years. SNA-C OLA D CUC
Board binding, .25 Paper, ENTERTAINMENTS. Contains Restn--... 5 sive Exercises, Dramatized Bible Stories , a.

LITTLE PEOPLE'S SPEAKER. For logues, Recitations. etc.. all based uîpon 'or i
children of ten years. lustrating soue biblical truths.

Board bindimg, .25 Paper .. . . . . . .s Board binding, .50 Paper, . . . . . .30
YOUNG FOLKS' RECITATIONS. TA BLEAUX, CHARADES, AND

Two numbers. For children of fifteen years. PANTOMIMES. Much of the material was
Board binding, each, .25 Paper ..15 specially wnîtien for the book, and provision is

made for all classes and occasions.
LITTLE PEOPLE'S DIALOGUES. Board binding, -5o Paper..... . .30For children of ten years. New and original. C U B . 3.

Everything bright and fresh. PRACTICALELOCUTION. ByJ.W.
Board binding, .40 Paper. ........ 5 Shoemaker, A. M. Designed for use in Schools

and Colleges and for all interested in Elocution.YOUNG POLKS' DIALOGUES. For The best aud most popular text-book on thechildren of fifteen years. Everything written subject.
speBi"a , for:t , bPapook. Cleth bindin . ·. ·. ·. ·...... . s.5.. .25.2ae biding, .40 paper.........as

YOUNG FOLKI ENERTAN- HAID-DOOK 0FP IPR0ICJM# A.
MENT- Con tion ons C ncert lION AND HONPCTIC ANALYSIS.
Pieces Carads PnoimeSags, Tmoune By John I. Bechtel. Contains 5.ooo difficultPieaes, Charades, Pantomimes, Tambourine eords in common use clearly pronounced.and Fan Drills, Tableaux, etc. Accurse>'. sîmpicît>, sud coueiIeness are theBoard binding, .40 Paper, . . . . . . .25 distinguishing eatures of his book.

CHOICE BUMOR. For reading and Cloth binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
recitation. The latest and best book of humor PARLOR GAMES FOR THE WISEpuboished i AND OTHERWISE. Contains a splendidHoard hindi'g, .5o Paper......... collection of games for all kinds of amusement,

CHOICE DIALECT. For reading and entertainment. and instruction.
recitation. Irish, Scotch, French, German, Board binding, . .. . . . . . .. . . .50Negro, etc. Covers a broad range ol sentiment. JOKES. Gatheredb>Heur FirtbWood,

Board hinding, So Palier...........30 the popular humorist. A collection of the
CHOICE DIALOGUES. Everything brightest, funiest, and most catch jokes of the

specially written for this book by a corps of day. Fairly britles with wit and umor of the
able writers. Suited to ail occasions. keenest kind. Illustrated.

B ard binding, .50 Paper, . . . . . ..30 Paper bindig, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25

To be had of the leading Booksellers, or sent, prepaid, upon receipt of price. Full catalogues of
Books and Plays sent with every order, or upon application.

T14H PEIl$ PLBIS14ING COMPANY
1124 Aieh Stiteet, Phii&delphi&, P&
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EN TRA NCE EXA MINA T/ONS Reading to be taken on the above days at such hoursEN TR NGE EXA INA IONS as may suit the convemience of the examiners.
ALEX. MARI.NG,

EDUCATION DFPARTMENT, Secietary.ligh Schools and Collogiate Institutes. TORONTO, August, 1889.

The next Entrance Examination to High Schools and
Collegiate Institutes will be held on December 18th, 19th,
and 2oih.

Examination papers will be set in Literature on pas-
sages from the follo wing lessons in the authorized Fourth
Reader:-

DECEMBER, 1889.
1. Clouds, Rains and Rivers........... pp. 54- 59
2. The Death of the Flower. .......... " 67- 68
3. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton........... " . 98
4. Resignation........................... 105- 106
5. Lead, Kindly Light................. 145
6. Dora......... ................ .. 137-142
7. The Heroes of the Long Sault........ "155-161
8. Lochinvar.................. .... . 169- 170
9 A Christmas Carol................ " 207-211

îo. The Heritage.....,................ .. 212-213
11. Song of the River............. ..... ." . 221
12. Landing of the Pilgrims............. " 229-230
13. Edinbur-.h after Flodden............ 277-281
14. National Morality................. " 295-297
15. The Forsaken Merman............. 298-302

JULY, 1890.

i. The Vision of Mirza-First Reading. .. pp. 63- 66
2. " " l" " Second Reading. " 68- 71
3. Tu Mary in Heaven................. .. 97- 98
4. Flow Gen ly, Sw et Afton ........... ... 98
5. The Bell of Atri.........................11 - 1146. Ring Out, Wild Bells................ . 121-122
7. Lead Kindly Light ..... ............ 1458. Toe H eroes of the Long S'au t . .... . "155-161
9. Lochinvar.............. ........... 169- 17010. AChristmas Catol..............." 2.7-211

i . TiteHeritage...................." 212-213
52. Song of tbe River................... 221
13, TheOcean......................... .. 247- 249
14. The Song of the Shii t......... ..... .. 263-265
15. The Demon of the Deep.......... . .. 266-271
16. Edinburgh after Flodden ............ '' 277-281
17. Canada and the United States........ ' 289-291
18. The Forsaken Merman............. . " 298-302

At each examination candidates should be able to
quote any part of the selections especially prescribed for
imemorization, as well as passages of special beauty from
the prescribed literature selec ions. They will be ex-
pected to bave memorized all of the following selections
1. The Short Extracts ........ (List given on page 8.)
2. ll Find a WaY or Make It.......... 22
3. The ]3els of Shandon................ :51- 52
4. To Mary in Heaven................ . .97- 985. Ring Out, Wild Bells............... .121-122
6. Lady Clare............. ........... 128-130
7. Lead, Kindly Light............. .... . 1458. Before Sedan....................... 199
9. The Thre'î Fishers ............... . 220

Io. RidingTegether.... .... .... ..... " 231-2321
i1. Edinburgh after Flodden............ " 277-281
12. The Foraken Merman.............. . 297-302

DRAWING.-Drawing Book. No. 5, of the Drawing
Course for Public Schools. Pupils may present their
school work in Drawinz in any blank exercise book, so
long as it covers the prescribed course, and no discrimin-
ation will be made in favor of work contained in the
authorized drawing book.

AGRICULTURE AND TEMPERA.,CL. - Ppers will be
set in these as optional bonus subjects. A candidate
may choose which of them lie will take, but it is not
compulsory to take either, and he cannot take both.
Marks not exceedin-g 75 may be added for the subject
chosen. (Reg. 38).

TIME TABLE OF THE EXAMINATION,
DECEMBER, 1889.

FIRST DAY.

9.oo to ii a.m ...... .............. Granmar.
11.15 a.m. to 12.30 p.m...............Geography.
2.00 to 3.30 p.m ............ ........ History.

SECOND DAY.

9.oo to i1.oo a.m................... Arithmetic.
11.05 to 12 15 p.m ....... ............. Drawing.

1.15 to 3.15 p.m ................ ..... Composition.
3.25 to 4.00 p.m ...................... Dictation.

THIRD DAY.

9.00 ta il .0 a.m .......... ...... Literature.
11.10i te> 11.40 a.m ................... riing.

1.30 to 3.00 p.m ..... Temperance and Hygiene, or
Agriculture.

WOMAN'S

Medical College,
2 * TORONTO, - ONTARIO.

In affiliation with the University oi
%_ ý 1 Trinity College.

For full information regarding graduation, prizes, lees,
etc., and for copies of the annual announcement, apply
to D. J. GIBB WISHART, Sec.

30 Carlton Street. Toronto.

BOOKSBE LLERS A

SEL13Y & CO.
322 Church Street, - Toronto,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Kindergarten Goods.
AGENrS IN CANADA FOR THE

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,
The Celebrated United States Makers of

KINDBRC7MRTBN MM~TBRInLS

Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kinder
gartens. Corresponde ce invited.

ELOCUTION.
MISS JESSIE ALEXANJIER, 1.E.

TEACHER AND PUBLIC READER,
May be Engaged for CONCERTS, etc. 6o Brunswick Ave., Toronto.

S AT 00
N-D ST.ITIONII3s.

Dealers thie books required y TEACHERS :-The Text Books required or TRAINING INSTI 'UTES, COLLEGESand HIGH SCHO0LS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOJLS.
Save time, save worry, save disappointment, save money by sending your o ders dIrect to us.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate aid nt series of watt maps pub!ished. Drawn and engraved by the eminent geigrapher, J. BARTHOLOMEWF.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mountrd on Strcng Cloth, with Roliers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

REG LAR REGULARNO. SURE. PaxCE. NO. SIZE. PRacE.y. Raileay Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 inches $3oo 0o. Africa, - - - 67 by 52 inches $ 50
2. Ontario. - - 67 by 52 « 4 so i. BritishIslands, - - 67by52 " 4 503. Qunbec, - 67 by 52 4 50 22. Australia and New Zealand, - 6 by 52 " 504. £Ncw Brunswiý k, - 67 by 52 4 50 13: Palestine, . - - 67 bY 52 4 505. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 67 sy 52 4 50 4 The Wor'd in Hemispheres, - 67 by 52 4 506. INorth America, - - 67 by 52 4 50 15. The World'n Mercator's Projection, 67 by 52 4 9p7. South America, . - 67 by 52 4 50 16. United States, - - 81 by 52 6 oO. Europe, 7- . 7 52 4 50 27. 1 be Dominion of Canada, - 8o by 49 6 50
9: Asîa, . -

6
7 bY52 4 450

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $1.5o, we will send one or moreof the above maps, each at $r.oo less than the Regular Price.
This is an opportunity that shnuld not be negiected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Maps at wholesale rates.Inordering Dictionanes or Maps please give your nearest exp ess office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

1'rovident Lie and Live Stock Association,
CHIEF OFFICE:-

Room D, Arcade, TORONTO, Canada,
Is the one that gives the best benefits to its members and pays

the agents well. It is to your interest to send for
Prospectus, Claims Paid, etc.

Agents required in unrepresented districts. Address,
WTIL L .A..M J ..\TE , -- Managing Director.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY!1
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (f), readas follows

"Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gazetteer."

We make Teac>ers and Boards of Trustees tl>e followiijg offers

- $5,50
11.50

- 11,50
Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.te & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO,

Concise Imperial, best binding,
Webster'>s Una.bridged, full bound,
Lippincott-'s Gazetteer, full bound, -



W. J. GA
• Speci

As in Many Cases only One

Regulaofrr
Price. aI

ATLASES.
The Public Schools Atlas of Modern Geography in 3E

maps. Exhibiting clearly the more important physical
features of the countries delineated, and noting all the
chief places of historical, commercial or social interest.
Edited by the Rev. George Butler...... ..... ".... $1 on $ 30

Routledge's Atlas Containing 16 colored maps .. ..... 20 10
The Colonial and Indian Attas of the British Empire.

Showing the possessions throughout tne world ofthe
British People .......... ........................... 75 30

The National School Board Atlas. Consisting of 24
iaps, constructed and engraved by J. Bartholomew,
.R..S...•.................................. 35

The Student's Atlas of Histo ical Geography. Sixteen
maps and descriptive letterpress. By William Collier.

R LL.D. With index ............................. t o 50
Routledge's Modern Atlas. Containing 32 co ored maps 35 15
Pdap of Manitoba. From the officiai surveys ; cloth.. 50 20

ALGEBRA.
Algebra, Part Il. By E. J. Gross, Fellow of Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge, and Secretary to the
Oxford and Cambridge Schools' Examination Board.
Third editon ; 8vo..................... ............ 3 on 1 50
ensman's Rudimentary Algebra. Designed for the use
of Canadian Schools ............................... 25 05

Loudon's Algebra for Beginners. Cloth................ 40 25
Loudon's Elements of Algebra. For the use of schools

and colleges advanced .........................---- 75
agste.'s E'ements of Algebra. Designed for the, use

0f Canadian Grammar and Common Schools ......... 5o 20

BOTANY.
Balfomt's First Book of Botany. Being an introduction

to the study of the anatomy and physiology of plants,
suited for beginners............ . 3 0

C RMISTRE.
Kane's Elements of Chemisiry. Including the most

recent discoveries and applications of the science to
medicine and pharmacy, and tothe arts. AnAmerican
e.ition with additions and corrections by John ý4 illiam
Draper, M.L................... ................ 3 colarcourt & Madan's Elementary Exercises in Practicaý
Chemistry. Volume I.; third edition.... .......... 3 0i

ilden's Practical Chemistry. The principles ofqualita-
,,tive analysis. Soiled .............................. 5 
Qualitative t. hemical Analysis and Lab>ratory Piactice.

By Thorpe & Pattison. Second edition ; text books of
science se. es.......... ............................ 1 25 50

DICTIONARIES.
Beeton's Bible Dictionary. A cyclopedia of the truths

and narratises of the Holy Scriptures................ 35
Beeton's Classical Dictionary. A cyclopedia of Greek

and Roman bography, geography, mythology and
antiquities. With appendixes ...................... 35eto,,'s M edical Dictionary and Guide for Emergencies.1

fiiing in the plainest language the sympt ,mi and
treatment of all accidents, illnesses and diseases... . 35 20

Stormonth's Handy School Dictionary. Pronouncing
and explana ory, with lists of prefixes and postfixes,
rules for spelling correctly, common quotations from
the Latin and French, etc.......................... 30 2

DRAWING.
Casse 's Model Drawing. By E. A. Davidson ; cou-

taining the elementary principles of drawing from
so id forms, the method of shading, and patterns for
iaking drawing objects in cardboard. Fourth edition.1 ou 50

ENGLISH COMPÔSITION.
'rogressive Exercises in E ,glish Composition. By Par-
kter and Hamilton. Revised and enlarged..........1 oo 40

>trst Lessons in Composi ion. l which the principles
Of the art are developed in connection with the priuci.
PIes of grammar, with copious exercises. By G. B.
Qaackenbos, LL.D............... ................. oo 40

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
4anual of English Literature-Historical and Critical.

With an appendix or English netres. By Thomas
Arnold, M.A , University College, Ox-ord. Fifth
edition, revised ................................. 2 50 1 75

faigus' Handbook of English Literature......... ..... 1 25

GREEK.
C1lrtins' Smaller Greek Grammar. Abridged froin thedar4er one. Fourth edi ion .................. ..... 1 o 50hitiaGræca-Part Il. A first Greek reading book. By

. William Smith. Fifth edition ................ ou a
entophon's Agesilaus. With syntax rues and references.
N ?otes aud indices by R. W. Taylor, M.A............. go 25

THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

GE & COMPANY'S
al List of Remainders. •
Copy of each Work is in Stock, Orders should be Placed Early.

Regular Offered
Price. at

FRENCH.
Contanseans' Guide to French Translation. Being a

selection of instructive and entertaining pieces, with
notes to assist in the translation and to exhi sit a coi-
parison of French and English Idioms. Sixteenth
ediion .. ............................... ........ $î ou so

De Fira's Classic Frenci Reader for Advanced Students,
or, Beauties of tbe French Writ rs, Ancient and Mod-
ern. With a vocabulary, French and Englsh........i 50 50

De Fira's Elementary Fre ch Grammar. With numer-
ous exercises and examples illustrative of every mule,
to which is added a French Reader, with a Franch-
English vocabulary ............................... 63 30

De Fira's New Grammar of French Grammars. Com-
prising the substance of ail the most approved Fi ench
grammars ex ant, with numerous ex rcises and exam-
ples; American edition .. ... ............... .. 75 35

Havet's First French Book, or Practical Lessons for Be-
ginners. With lessons in pronunciation.. ........... 50 20

Ollendorfi's New Method of Learning to lde..d, Write
nd Speak the French Lan uage. With an appe.dix.

By J. i.. Jewett.................................... o>, On
Ojlenjorffs New Method of Learning to Read, Write

and Speak the French Language. With the lessons
divided into sections f>r daily tasks. By V. Value ... 2 Ou 1 ou

Otto's French Conversation Grammar. Revised by Frr-
dinand Bocher, with full vocabularies by L. Pylodet.
Third American edition ............................ 2 on I oo

Fasquelle's lntroductory French Course ...... ..... .... 60 25
Souvestre's un Philosophc, Sous les Toits. New Ameri.

can edition, with a table of difficulties................ 6o 25
Tur.ell's i econs Francaises de Litterature et de Moiale

et Prose et en Vers. New edition, revised, c>rrected
and greatly extended-....... --..... .............. 7- 25

GEOGRAPHY.
Macmillai,'s Primer. By George Goode, F.R.G.S., with

maps and diagrams ..................... ........ - 35 20

GRAMMAR (ENGLISH).
Abbtt'., How to Tell the Parts of Speech. An introduc-

tion to Englih Grammar, revised and enlarged.
Sixteenth thousand........ ..................... ... 70 35

El mentary Lessons in Eng ish- art Il. The paris of
speech and how t use themr. By Mis. N. L. Knox-
Heath .......................... ................. 1 o 50

Lennie Principles of English Grammar. With copious
exercises lu parsig and syntax. ....... . ........... 15 05

Eng ish Grammar for the Use cf Junior Classes. By H.
W. Divis. Canadian National School Seri-s..-.-.... 15 10

An Analytical and Practical Gramm r of the English
Language. With an appendix on prosody, punctua-
tion, etc. Canadiau National Schoo Series....... . 25 10

Dr. i& illiam -mith's Schonl Manual of English Gram
mar. With co ious exercises. Fourth edition .·····. 50 20

Smith's (Lucy Toulmin) Manual of English Grammar
and Language for Self-help........................ 50 20

MISCELLANEOUS.
Beeton's l)ictionary of Commerce. A book ofreference,

containing an account of the natural productions and
marufactures dealt with in the commercial world,
explanati us of the modes of t ansacting business, and
a description of the principal ports and markets of
both hemispheres ........................... ...... 3 20

B eon's Modern Men and Women, or British J3iography
f.ou the Accession of George III. to present ti1e .- 3; 20

Bohn's Library of Standard Works-
Goe.he's Faust. Translated by Anna Swanwick.

Part 1.............. .... ...... ................. 35 15
Dante's Inferno. Translated by the late Rev. Henry

Francis Cary, M A........ ....................... 35 i5
Goethe's Reineke Fix. Transiated lin Hexameters

frGm the Geiman of I. W. Goethe, with au introduc-
ti >n by Alexander Rogers ........................ 3s is

Goethe's Boyhood-114-1764. Being the first àwe
books, forming Part i. of Goethe's Autob ography.
Translated by John Oxenford.. ................. 35 15

Comedies of Plautus. The Trinummus Menœchmi,
Aulularia and Captivi. Literally translatrd into
English prose, with auguments and notes. By
Henry Thomas Riley, B.A ..... .................. 35 15

Schiller's Dramas. Mary Stuart, translatek by J.
Mellish. The Maid of Orleas, translated by Anna
Swanwick. Inonevolume........ ....--.....--- 35 15

Select P,a) s of Moliere. Containing The Miser. Tar-
tuffe, and The Shopkeeper turned Gentlemar.
Translated into English prose by Lhas. Heron Wall.

The Vicar of Wakefield. By QI ver Goldsmith. Edi-
ted by J. W. Gibbs.............................. 35 15

Wa erloo Days. The narrative of an Englishwoman
resident at Brussels in June, 1815. By Charlotte A.
Eaton. New edition, with an introduction and ap-
perdix by Edeard Bell, M.A.... ................ 35 15

The Life of Thomas Brassey. By the late Sir Arthur
Helps, K.C.B. Seventh edition, illustrated .......

Regular Offered
Price. at

Bohn's Select Library. Cloth-
Moliere. Complete as above ........ .......... $0 50 $0 30
Faust. Part I. Complete as above ................ O 50 o 30
Reineke Fox. Complete as above.................. o jo o 30
Life o Thomas Brssey. Complete as above ....... O 50 o 30
The Queen's English. By Dean Alford. A Manual

of ldiom and Usage. Seventh edition.......... . o 50 0 30
Dialogues of Plato. Containing the Apology of Soc-

rates, Crito, Phedo, Protagoras. Translated, with
introductions, by Henry Cary, M.A........:...... o 50 O 30

Carlyle's Oliver Cromwell's Lettersud Speeches.
With elucidations. Three volumes, strongly bound in
ci th. Each ............ ......................... 0 30 a 15

Carlyle's Past and Present.................... . ... O 30 o 15
Carlyle's leroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in

History. >ix lectures reported, with emendations
and additions.............................. .--. O 30 0 15

Conklin's Handy Manual of Useful Information. Con-
taining a million facts. A universal hand-book for
ready reference................................ o 25 O 10

Notes on the Early Training of Children. By Mrs.
Frank Malleson. Third edlition ................... O 35 O 15

The Domestic World. A practical guide in all the
daily difficulties of the higher branches of domestic
and social economy. By the author of " Enquire
Within upon Everything. Revised edition ......... 0 0 30

Allan Quartermain. An accouni cf his fui her adventures
and discoveries in comtpany with Sir Henry Curtis
Bart, Commander John G od, R.N., and one Um.
slopogaas. By H. Rider Haggard . .. ·... ·..-.-. .. 0 30 O 15

The Dusantes. A sequel to The Casting Away of Mrs.
Lecks and Mrs. Aleshine. By Frank W. Stockton... O 35 0 15

Madame Delphine. Carancio and Grande Pointe. By
George Cable. Author's edurion.............. o 35 0 15

Indian Summer. By William D. Howells. Authmrs
edition. Two volumes ............ ............. o 35 O 15

Manners and Rules of Good Society or Soleci-ms to be
Avoided. By a Mdember of the Ar*stocracy. Four-
teenth eiuoa. Entire qrit en, with additios. , O 90 c 50

Don't. DirectIons for leàipropriatie corduct
and common errors n spe ec ByCensor ......... o 20 o 10

Why Smoke and Drink. By James Parton ........... o 20 o 10

Plays for Home Perfornance. By John Maddison
Morton, author of Box and Cox, etc .............. o 50 0 30

Readings for Winter Gatherings, Temperan.e and
Mothers' Meetings. Edited by Rev. James Fleming,
B.D...D............................ .............. o50 o

Grammar-Land, or Grammar in Fun fo the Children.
By M. L. N. Illu trated ........................ O 50 O 30

Rogel's 'lhesaurus of English Words and Phrases.
Classified and arranged ro as to facilitate the expres-
sion of ideas ard assist in literary composition. By
Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S. Nsew edition,
enlarged and improved. ........................ 2 00 i 50

Bits about Ame, ica. By John S.rathesk. Cloth, illus-
trated...... ............. .................... .. 50 O 30

The Purple Land that England Lost. Trave«s and
adventures lu the Banda Oriental, S.uth America.
By W. H. Hudson. One volume .................. i 50 o 90

Forty-Seven Identifications of the British Nation with
the Lost Hou'e of Israel. Founded on five hu, dred
Sctripture proofs. By Edward Hine ............... o 2D O t

Cucumber Chrouicles. A book to be taken in slices.
By J. Ashby-Ster. y. Cloth, illustrated O 75

Homes of Old English Wiiters. ly the. . W.. 1 50
Christophers ............................. 1 3 '7

Rambles i Sweden. A series of letters frot wed to
a newspaper in America, by Sidney W. Coope', United
Siates Consul ai Gothonburg ...................... o o o 25

Wom:n Must Weep. By Prof. F. Harald Williams.
Cloth ..................... .................... o o 15

The Imperial Parliament Suries. Edited by Sydney
Buxton, M .P.......................... ...... O 35 O 20

Imperial Federation. By the M rquis of Lor e - -.- O 35 O 20
Disestablishment. Bv He nry Richard, M.P., and J.

Carvell Williams, M.P. ........... ........... O 35 O 30
Leasehold Enfranchisewent. By Henry Broadhurs ,

M.P.k and Robert T. Reid. M.P................. o 35 o2o
2enhsrouing Sbh.apaa. A selecdion of lattera cSttri-

butait f0the D4ely Tdejvoâ, with tha preliminary
editorial papers. Edited, with notes and comments,
by R. M. Theobald .. .................... 0 o 25

The Person lity and History of Sata. By Rcbert 01
Brown. Cloth ............................... .... t 75 O ,5

Hallam's Const-tutional History of England. From the
accession of Henry VII. to the death of George Il.,
with adde dum-the Essay cf Lord Macaulay on
Hallam's Constitutional History of England ... .... 1 75 O 75

A Martyr to Mammon. By L. Baldwin ...... ...... .. 0 75 O 35
Life of the Emperor Frederick Ill. and the Crown

Prince. Hy Joseph Lawton, with illustrations ...... o 90 o 
The Fisheries Dispute and Annexation of Canada.

With large map. By J. H. DeRicci...............t 5o o 75
English Misrule in Irelard-171 to 1887. By Anthui

J. Dadson ..............-...................... o 35 o 20
Home Rule and the Lish Question. By the Right

Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P..................... o 50 O 25

ÀNY OF THE ABOVE BOOKS SENT POST-PAID ON RECEIPT OF THE REDUCED PRICE.

W. J. GA GE & CO., Publishers, 54 Front Street West, TORONTO.
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log IESSOMS i# THE ONLY PERFECT FOOTBALL

ru I IQ0
UL I .

Modern.
Thorough.

Practical.
Methodical.

A New Book, by a Practieal Teacher, for use

in Composition Classes In the Publie

and High Schools of Canada.

This book contains oo lessons, each lesson consisting
of four exercises, and each exercise being composed on I
the avera2e of eight questions or examples. There are I
thus within ils civers about 3,200 questions for class
work. The exercises are properly graded for use in the
Public Schools and in the junior forms oi the H1igh
Schools.

0 fE HUNDRED LESSONS IN COMPOSITION

Is having a rapid sale in both Canada and the United
States. In many schools the book has been adopted as
a text, and the testimony of such schools is that it is
unsurpassed as a time-saver, rendering unnecessary any
preparation of exercises by the teacher or any dictation
of work to the class.

For Variety, Interest, Practicality and Method the
book is unsurpassed. Its author, W. H. HUSTON, M.A.,
Principal of Woodstock College (lately First English
Mast, r Toronto Collegiate Institute), and editor of the
English Column o' the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, 15
widely known as a teacher of experience.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.

Send your order to the publishers and receive the
book, post-paid, by return mail. Address,

Grip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers,
28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

fSOHOOL BOOS.

nihorizea b! ly~ tIdl of dc iH
TUe Eigh 8hool Algebra.

By W. J. Robertson, B.A., LL.D., and L, T. Birchard
M.A., Ph.D. 12mo, cloth, 338 pages. Price, 75c.

Eigh School Algebra, Part IL.
Just issued. 12mo, cloth. Price, $1.25.

Mannai of Ifyene.
12mO, cloth. Price, 5oc.

Drawing, Perspective and Geomotrical.
By Thos. H. McGuire, B.A. 12mo, cloth, 135 Pages,

PlIce, 40c.

Boripture Readings.
For use in the Public and High Schools of Ontario.

Revised edition. 12mo, cloth, 434 pages. Price, 75c.
Ruan, $r.25.

RJcIOMMENDIED BY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

An Cutline Study of Ma:
Or the Body and Mind in our System. By Mark

Hopkins, D. D , LL. D. 12mso, cloth, 308 pages. Price,
$1.25.

WILLIAM BRIGGS
TORONTO.

Goo Agent, Wanted over the entire Dominion. Address Geo.
D. Ferri&, 87 ,burch Street, Toronto.

THE PATENT BUTTONLESS
(saE ILLUSTRATIONS)

s used by all leading clubs in Great Britain and Canada.
t is superior to all other makes in point af SHAPE,

STRENGTHi and DURAB3ILITY. Positively handled by
no one else in Canada. Free to any address as follows:

No. 3, $1.75; No. 4, $2.25; No. 5, Association Size, $3.25.

Address, 0. FORSYTH,
Secretary Western Football Association, BERLIN, ONT.

BUSINESS TRAINING.

Day's Business College
WESLEY BUILDINGS, 32 7EMPERANCE ST.

For terms address JAS. E. DAY, Accountant.

"PUBLIC SCHOOL
TEMPFRANCE."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. Il is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regu-
ltions, and is authorized by the Minister. Il will be
used in three formas. The object of the book is to impart
to our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of ils use.

The auth r of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in snaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of
Our public school work. It is, however, but hall the
price of the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientfic manner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better au-
thority on this subject, using the researches of a lifetime
in setting forth the facts of which the book discourses.
At the same time the Style is exceedingly sim.ple ; the
lessons are short and accompaied by appropriate ques
tions, and the language is adapted to the comprehension
of all who may be required to use the book. Price 25
cents, ait all bookstores.

The Grip Printing and Publisbing Co
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

The Canadian Office and School Furniture Co,, Limited
SUccessors to W. STAHLscKMIDT & CO.

Manufacturera of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furnitu

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PagNETED JANUARY 14TH4, 1886.

Thbe School De kas of this Cn cannot be excelled for Strengt
Beauty of De ign, Adaptability and Ccmfort to the Scholar.

S nd for Circulars.

24 Froit St. West, Toronto. Factories at Preston, On

t1 f 9P COMPENDIUM
PE NMANSHIP

Should be is the hands of every Teacher who bas any desire to
improve in penmanship, or who wishes to teach the subject in a
better manner. It is just the inspiration that every teacher should
have in this line. Ali copie. are fresh from the pen of a professional
penman. It is admirably adaptcd to the sell-'earner. It consists
ofexercises, copies, combinations, signatures, <apita's, card-writing,
iaourishing, etc., with instructions.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.
Teachers who have secured a copy are enthusi.stic in its praie.

[t will pay you to learn to write well. No engraved copies-all
direct from the peu. Circulars free. Address

W. J. ELLIOrT, Stratford, Ort.

Catalogues of the Central Business College, Stratford, mailed
free to all applicants. Address W. H. SHAw, Principal.

B ARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,
45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto.

Circulars post free.

]EOOT]BALLS.
LUISDEN & WILSON, - Importérs.

While thanking the many schools and clubs throughout the
Dominion for the liberal patronage beilowed upon us in the past,
we regret to sav tbat owing to a larger dmad tn anticlpaed
our sokof Nos. 2 anad 3B alls, aso the .Buttoaeiess Bat& and
Perfection Chrome, are exhausted until a new lot arrives,

ected about the 2oth October. We have, however, plenty ot the

FPOOTBA4L-LS CMLT
(McKechine'* Covers with McIntosbh's Siamped Rubbers,

NO. 1-C/rcumference, 20 inches, Price, $1 50
No. 4- " 26 " " 240
No. 5-Associaf'n Size 28 " " 2 75

The above is the regular line sold by us fr years wt such perfect
sitisfaction that, had we s ace, wecould printletrhrsby the dez
fccui customers speaking uf these bal n as the best tbey have cie
had. The leather is specially tanned for the pulpose and very
durable, each hall perfect in shape and in many ways superior to
the balls generally sold by dealers in Canada.

Special "Black Button End" Bail
(The Well-knowin Queen'a Park Faeerite.)

Used with the utmost satifaction in the folowing impor
matches of last season :-Final Cup Tie, Renton vs Cambuslang
played at Hampden Park 4th February, 1888. Internation
Scotland vs. Wales, played at Easter Rond Park, Edinburgh, lo
March, 1888. International, England vs. Scotland, played al
Hampden Park x7th March, x888. Charity Cup, Renton Ils. Cao',
buslang, played at Hampden Park r2th May, 1888. Championshi
of the world, Renton vs. West Brromwich, played at H
Park 1 9th May, 1888. Final Scottish Cup Ties (two games),
vs- 3 rd Lanark, played at Hampden Par 2nd and gth Febrary
1889. The above is sufficient to show how this bail is appreciat
by laers the gaine, and is at once a sufmlcient guarantee
us que ity and durability.

In order t meet the wants of our customers util ounr next stoc
arrives we will reduce the price of the above celebrated ball to $3,
each.

Corers Only, McKechine's Best Make.-No. 1, $.(
No. 2, $1.15; No. 3, $1.30; No. 4, $î.6o; No. 5, $1.85. Spec.
Black End, $2.ro.

Ruabbers Oly, McIntosh's 8tamped.-No. :, 6oc.; I4o
2, 70c. No. 3, 80c., No. 4. 9o:.; No. 5, $r.o.

Inflaters' Rubber Bulb, 75c. each ; Inflaters, brass, wit
piston, $î.5o each. Shin Guards, best two-buckle cane and leathen
75c. each.

With each complete hall we send fee a copy of Football 0
How to Play it Successfully, by A Kicker, containing rules W
valuable hints to players. (in receipt of price any article in ab0«
list will be mailed free to any post office in Canada or Unii4

1

h, States. Send money by P.O. Order or Registered Letter to

LUMSDEN & WILSON,
t. Importers Fcotball Goods, etc., SEAFORTH, ONT.
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The Meisterschaft School of Languages

20 Queen Street West, Toronto.
French, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversational

Knowledge in ten weeks.
Experienced native teachers. Send or call for Circular.

Address communications to CHAs. T. PAuC.

TORONTO COLLEGE OF MIJSIC
AND

Orchestral and Organ School.
Fall Teri (2nd year) commences September 5 th, 1889. Thorough

instruction in every banch of Mus;c-Vocal, Instrumentai and
Theoretical-by the mont eminent teachers in Canada. Complete
three-manual organ lu Collge and largest Church organ in the
Province for lessons and practice. Orchestra of 6o and chorus of
250, accessible to students. UJotlomas, Prizes, Scholarships and
Certificates granted. Lectures, Concerts, Recitals and Violin Class
free.

Send for prospectus, giving fuît particulars, to

F. H. TORRINGTON. Director,
12 & 14 Pembroke St., Toron to.


